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It seems highly possible that there are few residents of th e
western portion of the United States who are without an opinion o n
the subject of water diversion . The views differ in accordance with
geographical location . Some are extreme, some moderate --- fe w
are unbiased .

With the objective of highlighting some of the issues involve d
in the controversy of diverting water from the Northwest to th e
Southwest, the Institute sponsored a series of lectures during Sprin g
Quarter 1967 . The weekly seminars were attended by faculty mem-
bers, students, representatives of federal, state, and municipa l
agencies, and the general public .

The speakers who participated were expected to reflec t
national as well as regional considerations, scientific as well a s
vested interests .

Most of the speakers were from the Northwest, but to repre-
sent the Southwest one expert was included from California . It
would have been sheer folly to have expected them to be completel y
non-partisan . But, they did attempt a rational approach and if the y
thundered from the platform, their sound and fury have been mute d
on the printed page .

There are some voices herein which urge following an approac h
of first determining whether or not there are in fact areas of wate r
"surplus, " or areas of "actual need" --- terms which are no t
always carefully defined . These same individuals and groups als o
suggest that some alternatives to diversion be thoughtfully examined .
This seems like good advice . In any case, we believe that you will
find all of the papers worth pondering over .

Emery N . Castle
Directo r

Corvallis, Oregon
July 1967
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Presented March 30, 1967 by E . ROY TINNEY, Director, State of Washington
Water Research Center Washing ton State Universit , Pullman, Washington .

Stooa ~̀iuu od t(e Peodmw

The Columbia River diversion issue, which has caught the attention o f
the public and Congress for the past several years, is grounded in

much of the fundamental attitudes of the nation toward government an d
resource development . Indeed the whole discussion stems from our Judaic -
Christian heritage with admonitions for stewardship, husbandry an d
neighborly assistance countered by the application of the rule of "an eye fo r
an eye" and queries on whether or not we are our "brother's keeper . "

The first compact on this issue was really the Mayflower Compac t
in which the Pilgrim Fathers some 350 years ago did "covenant and com-
bine" for the "general good of the colony ." But it was not until the westwar d
expansion that the issue took root . The Homestead Act of 1862 and th e
linking of the east and west with a transcontinental railroad a few year s
later brought a rush of the western territories toward statehood . Undoubt-
edly, some of the boundaries established in those days led directly towar d
the present water problems, because many of the western state boundarie s
were drawn without attention to river basins and transportation problems .

By the turn of the century it was clear that direct federal assistanc e
in land reclamation was necessary and the Reclamation Act of 1902 wa s
passed for the construction of western irrigation projects with federal funds .
Clearly this action was in the national interest because of the necessity t o
settle the west . It reflected a strong commitment that persists today to
land development with federal assistance as the basis of other economi c
growth . It is interesting to note that two southwestern states (Arizona and
Oklahoma) joined the Union after the Reclamation Act was passed .

In subsequent years the development of rivers forced many state s
to reach agreements for the division of available waters . Since 1900
dozens of compacts have been formed and many controversies have bee n
successfully settled by these instruments . The most important compact
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as far as the Columbia River diversion is concerned is, of course, the
Colorado River Compact signed in 1922 by the seven states sharing th e
Colorado River ; namely, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, New Mexico ,
Arizona and California . Subsequent Supreme Court decisions allocated
half the assumed mean annual flow of 15 million acre-feet, to the Lower
Basin with 4 .4 million to California .

The Colorado River Compact "worked" for many years wit h
frequent conflicts until it became evident :

1) that there was an average annual flow of only 13 .5 million acre -
feet in the Colorado River, not 15 million acre-feet as originally
assumed ;

2) that the allocated water in the Lower Colorado River was being
rapidly used up ;

3) that the groundwater in Arizona was being mined ;

4) that the water being delivered to Mexico was of substandar d
quality ;

5) that the population migration to Arizona and California wa s
phenomenal .

DIVERSION SCHEME S

At this time --- roughly in the early 1960's --- several people i n
the Southwest, primarily engineers, began to look northward for additional
supplies . It is particularly noteworthy that the first thoughts were towar d
diversion because for a hundred years the west had become accustomed t o
diversions . The solution to so many water problems has simply mean t
reaching out to tap new supplies with private funds, if feasible, and with
federal funds if the project required subsidization .

There is little evidence that indicates that other approaches were
seriously considered . By 1960, inter-regional transfers were considere d
by southwesterners as a logical extension of the irrigation activities tha t
began with the Homestead Act of 1862 and expanded by the Reclamation Ac t
of 1902 .

Several different plans for diversion were proposed at that time ,
called variously : the Miller scheme, the Pirkey scheme, the Nelson
scheme, the Dunn scheme and others, all taking water from the Columbi a
River or the Snake to the Southwest . None of these Columbia River diver-
sion schemes has ever been advanced enough for Congressional review .
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However, the most gigantic scheme of all, proposed by the Ralph M .
Parsons Company, for importation from not only the Columbia but als o
from the Arctic flowing rivers, was developed sufficiently for review in
1964 by a special committee of the Senate headed by Senator Frank Mos s
of Utah .

CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS

Congress has considered Columbia River diversion in severa l
bills, however, only rather obliquely as part of a major southwest project .
For example, in the 89th Congress, Senator Kuchel of California introduce d
51019 and Congressman M. Udall of Arizona introduced HR 4671 for a
Lower Colorado River Project . Both of these bills made specific referenc e
to feasibility studies by the Secretary of the Interior --- presumably the
Bureau of Reclamation --- for importation of 2 .5 million acre-feet annually .
These bills failed to come to the floor of the House and so died . To under -
stand the reason for this failure, one must look at many other facets o f
water resources development in the mid 1960's .

In the first place, the public had almost suddenly realized that the
nation had a water problem and this awareness is still growing . Perhaps
the most dramatic event was the drought in the nation's largest river tha t
was unfit for use . As Senator Robert Kennedy is reported to have remarked,
"if you fall into the Hudson you don't drown --- you decay ." Suddenly all
the local squabbles over water pollution erupted into a huge national proble m
the size of which is still being defined. It looked at first as if the river s
and lakes needed a 40 billion dollar clean-up campaign --- now the head -
lines have stretched it to 120 billion dollars .

While this debate was going on preservationists were also pro -
posing wild river legislation to preserve some rivers in their natura l
state . Still another tack was the proposal for river basin commissions t o
achieve better planning and management . Suddenly water was not just a
topic for southwesterners, it was the public issue of the day and ever y
major political speaker from the President on down drew attention to th e
water problems of the nation .

The timing for the Colorado River Bill could not have been mor e
unfortunate for the Southwest, because Congress was ready to improve th e
entire water situation .

In 1959 a Select Committee of the Senate carried out extensiv e
hearings on water resources . In 1964, Congress passed the Wate r
Resources Research Act and in 1965 the Water Resources Planning Ac t
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and the Water Quality Act and others . In the 89th Congress the Senat e
passed a bill introduced by Senator Henry Jackson of Washington for a
National Water Commission for a five year independent review of all wate r
problems .

At this point the Lower Colorado River bills got into great diffi-
culties . First, the National Water Commission concept clearly could not
be ignored in the light of public concern ; second, preservationists ,
particularly the Sierra Nevada Club, raised unbelievable support t o
exclude dams affecting the Grand Canyon ; and, third, the truce betwee n
California and Arizona was broken, presumably because California became
concerned that conference committee action on the Lower Colorado Rive r
Project might jeopardize its 4 .4 million acre-feet allocated by the Suprem e
Court .

During this time the western Governors also became quite con-
cerned and created, partly in response to conferences held by western
Universities, a Western States Water Council in August, 1965 . During
this period, too, Oregon and Washington began studies to determine thei r
long range uses of Columbia River water .

The action of the Congress in the present session (90th) will be o n
modified Lower Colorado River Bills in the House including the Nationa l
Water Commission in some form and either feasibility ; studies of Columbi a
River diversion as in the Hosmer Bill (HR 6271) or reconnaissance studie s
in the Apinall Bill (HR 3300) . Hearings have already been held in the Hous e
and Wyoming has voiced strong opposition to the Central Arizona Project ,
because it will allegedly strain the capacity of the Colorado River stil l
more and may limit Wyoming's future growth --- a fear shared by th e
Pacific Northwest, if the Columbia were diverted . All seven Colorado
River states, however, insist on importation and all four Pacific Northwes t
states oppose it .

OPPOSING VIEWS ON DIVERSION

A . Southwest View

As those in the Pacific Northwest understand the issue, the
Southwest has been saying :

1) The population in the Southwest is growing very rapidly an d
the demand for water is rising astronomically .

2) The Colorado River is already overcommitted by the Compac t
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of 1922 and subsequent court decisions --- the original estimat e
of runoff was in error by about 1 .5 million acre feet/year .

3) Certain areas --- principally in central Arizona --- are in a
desperate plight as manifested by the fact that ;
--- the ground water has been mined an d
--- some crops are being taken out of production .

4) The upper basin states, particularly Wyoming, are concerne d
that there may not be water left when these states get into ful l
production of land and mines .

5) California is not desperate for a while, but it is assisting
Arizona to protect the 4 .4 million acre-feet per year of th e
Colorado River allocated to California .

6) The United States is treating Mexico shabbily by deliverin g
salty, polluted water . Furthermore, delivery of water t o
Mexico is the nation's obligation and not the Southwest's alon e
(see HR 3300 of the 90th Congress) .

7) Everything possible has been done to utilize the Colorado
River efficiently and the only recource now is importation int o
the Colorado River .

8) The Columbia River is "wasting to the sea . "

9) The Southwest only wants what is truly a "surplus" runoff i n
the Columbia and it will protect the area of origin by strong
legal instruments .

One might wonder how any reasonable man could argue against such a case ,
but the fact of the matter is that there is a great deal left unsaid in thes e
nine points .

B . Pacific Northwest View

Let us first explore the so-called "need" for water in the Southwest .
Two points are clear : (1) people have been and are moving to the Southwes t
in great numbers (2) there is very little rainfall and natural runoff in th e
desert area . But it is not axiomatic that these two facts lead directly to a
great water need .

In the first place municipalities simply do not need huge quantitie s
of water . The figures for Tucson and Phoenix combined show a total with-
drawal of 203 gallons/capita/day and only about 10% of this is consumed .
On this basis one acre-foot supplies the consumptive use for 45 people fo r
a year in the arid municipalities . One can choose higher consumptive rate s
if one wants --- it does not change the argument materially .
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If we project a tripling of the urban population of Arizona and Ne w
Mexico --•- say add 5 million people --- it would simply increase the con-
sumptive municipal demand by 110, 000 acre feet . Admitedly this would cal l
for considerations of excellent waste treatment and ground water recharge ,
but these techniques are not beyond the grasp of engineers today . What the n
is the great push for the Central Arizona Project at a cost of 1 .17 billion
dollars of federal funds? What is the urgency for importations? Eithe r
Arizona does not intend to consider extensive reuse or it plans to use a lo t
of water for additional irrigation . The former is inconceivable in a water -
short region . The latter I will examine later .

Turning now to California, we are told that 20 million acre-feet of
northern California water now "waste to the sea " annually . Apparently only
about 2 .5 million acres is readily capturable, because of inadequate storag e
sites . But consider 2 .5 million acre-feet in terms of urban growth --- i t
will meet the consumptive demand for another 11 million people .

Those in the Pacific Northwest view, simply cannot see the urgency
of importation from the Columbia River to meet southwest municipal demands .
They do see perhaps a need for considerably more reuse which may be costly .
But there are no bills before Congress asking for special assistance to buil d
water reuse projects . Instead one sees requests for large quantities of im-
ported water that are clearly intended for irrigation . So let us look next a t
this irrigation demand for a moment .

IRRIGATION IN THE SOUTHWES T

The crop pattern in the Southwest is surprising to one who think s
of the Southwest in terms of citrus fruit and winter grown fresh vegetable s
such as lettuce and tomatoes . These are crops the nation wants from the
Southwest, crops that the nation is demonstrably willing to purchase .

Consider first potatoes, a crop that grows well in both Washingto n
and Idaho . In 1966, Arizona had 12, 500 acres of late spring potatoes, whic h
do well in both North Carolina and Alabama . Now 12, 500 acres of potatoe s
consume about 55, 000 acre-feet of water/year, enough for 2 .5 million city
dwellers . How much is 12, 500 acres of potato fields in Arizona worth ?
Let us say $1, 500 per acre . The State of Arizona could purchase all it s
potato fields for less than 20 million dollars and release enough water to
supply Tucson and Phoenix for another 30 years' But, instead, Arizon a
is asking for 1 .17 billion dollars --- 58 times the amount via the potato
field solution --- plus the importation of more water costing the natio n
several more billions of dollars . Parenthetically, let me say that Californi a
had 111,000 acres in potatoes in 1966 consuming as much water as 1 1
million city dwellers .
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Let us turn to two other non-specialty crops -- hay and barley .
In 1966 the three Southwestern states together had 2 .3 million acres in ha y
(Arizona 240,000 ; New Mexico 271, 000 ; California 1, 795, 000) and 1 .44
million acres in barley (Arizona 110, 000 ; New Mexico 14, 000 ; California
1, 318, 000) . By comparison, in the Pacific Northwest, which is not shor t
of water, Washington, Oregon and Idaho had only 1 .36 million acres in
barley .

The implication of these figures is that the Southwest (excludin g
northern California), have devoted millions of acres to crops that ar e
specialty crops of other areas and these crops are consuming the wate r
needed for municipal uses . The nation is now being asked to subsidize
expensive irrigation projects to maintain this paradox . The northern area s
that want to expand their specialty crops --- barley, potatoes, hay, etc . ,
near the large water supply, are asked to support their Southwester n
competitors with large subsidies .

The Pacific Northwest does not view this fight over the diversio n
issue, therefore, as a struggle for the available water supply . It really i s
a race for regional agricultural development and the general economi c
prosperity which follows .

Whether or not there is surplus in the Columbia River is besid e
the point --- there are 300 million acre-feet flowing annually into th e
Pacific ; substantially more than 300 million acre-feet flowing to the Gul f
of Mexico ; and about 400 million acre-feet flowing annually into the Arcti c
Ocean. The burden of proof is not on the areas of water abundance t o
establish their need . The burden of proof is on those who want more
irrigation water to prove to a wondering nation that further irrigatio n
development in the Southwest is in some sense optimal and in the national
interest .

CONTINENTAL WATER SCHEMES

Let us turn for a moment to the continental problem, because i n
the very long run the west may be forced to do so, and look at th e
Columbia River diversion in this light .

The arid areas that would benefit from further irrigation to suppl y
the additional grains and meat for the nation, and to a limited extent fo r
some parts of the world, are :

1) a 300-mile strip along the eastern side of Rocky Mountain s
from Montana to Texas ;
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2) a 125-mile wide strip along the Mexican border ;

3) the northern Mexican plains ;

4) isolated regions in the mountain states .

There is also a continually growing need for municipal water in the heavy
population centers in southwestern California .

To supply some for irrigation development, the Ralph Parson s
Company of Los Angeles proposed a continental scheme, called NAWAPA
for North American Water and Power Alliance . This scheme would capture
the runoff in the near-Arctic regions of Alaska and Yukon and divert the m
through eastern British Columbia in the long natural defile known as the
Rocky Mountain trench . One canal would also cut across the Canadian
prairie provinces to Lake Superior . Another would convey water into th e
Columbia River and thence to the Colorado River . Almost every conceiv-
able hydropower site would be developed to supply power and financia l
support for the project . The scheme is certainly large --- 80 to 100
billion dollars ---,and all-encompassing . However, as a solution to the
continental water and power supply, it has obvious pitfalls such as :

1) It fights the rugged Rocky Mountains for thousands of mile s
requiring tunnels, high dams (1900 feet at Chitina nea r
Anchorage, Alaska) and large pumping lifts .

2) It inundates farming lands, forests, mineral deposits and wild -
life habitats in Canada .

3) It places Canada physically in the middle with U .S . control at
either end, a concept clearly bothersome to Canadians .

4) It develops remote hydropower sites even though local nuclea r
plants may be cheaper .

5) It does not deliver water directly to the greatest block of irri -
gable land along the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains .

On the other hand, there does appear to be a scheme that woul d
avoid many of these pitfalls . For example, central Canadian water coul d
be collected from the area draining into the following six huge lakes :
Great Bear, Great Slave, Athabasca, Reindeer, Winnipeg, and Manitoba .
No inundation of lands would be required (in fact, much swamp land coul d
be drained) ; no mountain ranges would be encountered --- the total
pumping lift is only a few hundred feet ; and all the water is Canadian s o
that Canada would be developing its resources for sale at the U .S . border .

With this scheme, called CeNAWP for Central North America n
Water Project, the U .S . could purchase perhaps 150 million acre-feet per
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year and convey it into the Missouri River and thence directly south alon g
western Nebraska and on to west Texas, finally augmenting the flows o f
the Pecos and Rio Grande Rivers . The latter river could then be tapped to
supply the Gila River and all of central Arizona .

Sufficient water could also be left to feed into Mexico by both th e
Rio Grande and lower Colorado rivers . By relieving the demand on the
lower Colorado, the upper Colorado basin states could utilize more of the
river .

With such obvious physical alternatives, that appear cheaper an d
less damaging, why has the NAWAPA scheme received so much attention ?
One wonders if it is really a method to obtain Columbia River water b y
promising Arctic water in return at some later date . But if this nation
does need a great increase in irrigated acreage at some future date why
must it accept one of the most costly schemes? Surely the full range o f
physical as well as economic alternatives must• be examined first .

CONCLUSIONS

The nation has realized in the last few years that water problem s
are indeed numerous, widespread, and chaotic and that special attentio n
should be given to :

1) the criteria used by federal agencies for the selection o f
projects ;

2) some notation of optimization and economic efficiency i n
irrigation expansion ;

3) conservation practices in water, particularly in areas havin g
grave water shortages ;

4) pollution control in every area to safeguard future supplies .

Finally, in answer to the Southwest, the Pacific Northwest maintain s
that :

1) The Southwest has not yet proven its case for importation to
the satisfaction of the Congress .

2) A complete review by a National Water Commission is sorel y
needed.

3) Studies of importation should take place only after the Commissio n
reports its findings .
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4) Assistance to locally urgent municipal problems in the South -
west should be attended to now .

5) Continental solutions may be necessary in the long run, but
they should fit the entire water supply problem, not just expan-
sion of irrigation in the Southwest .

6) Future western reclamation objectives should contain som e
elements of efficiency in terms of concentration on specialt y
crops and the prior development of lands adjacent to the water .

Hopefully, this issue will be resolved on rational grounds based o n
newly defined socio-economic criteria . It may be solved by political
power before that time, but in the long run the greatest good to each regio n
and the nation will result only if a careful examination is made of both th e
objectives of water resource development and the selection procedure fo r
the most suitable areas for irrigated agriculture when the necessity arise s
--- and only if better management and allocation of water resources i s
practised .
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Presented April 6, 1967 by PETER C . KLINGEMAN, Assistant Professo r
of Civil Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon .

5vefteeiteaf, /44ftezel
od Deurndto,c Propsafx

T oday we shall consider the engineering aspects of diversion proposals .
I will not attempt a detailed review of the engineering features of each

proposed diversion scheme . Instead, I propose that we examine the physical
and technological requirements which diversion schemes demand and then
see how these have been included in specific proposals .

REGIONAL WATER DEVELOPMENT

Before we consider inter-regional transfers of water -- i .e . ,
" diversions" -- let us first turn to the matter of regional water resource s
development .

The Problem

The basic problem experienced in many river basins today is a n
apparent lack of sufficient water to meet the increasing demands of a growin g
population ; one which is highly industrialized and is supported by an ad-
vanced agriculture . The problem is really threefold, as it involves quantity,
quality, and cost of water . Accordingly, the need in such regions is for a n
ever-increasing quantity of inexpensive water having an adequate quality fo r
the intended uses .

A Basic Flow Chart

Let us look briefly at what might be termed a basic flow chart for
water use in a sub-region of a river basin (see Figure 1) .
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Figure 1 . Basic Flow Chart of Water Use .

From the available water in the region, a water supply is developed fo r
some use . In doing so, a certain amount of "loss" of this water generally
occurs . After use, the water may return to the more "remote" portion s
of the hydrologic cycle for the region, with or without treatment . On the
other hand, there may be some degree of reuse of this water, perhaps eve n
several cycles of reuse in various sub-regions, before it eventually leave s
the basin . Several examples of this basic flow pattern should be evident
when we consider the many ways in which man uses water .

Some Alternative s

Suppose that we consider now the alternatives available to a regio n
confronted with a water problem. The several possibilities might b e
grouped into three categories :

1. Do not increase the quantity of water available, no r
improve its quality -- the status quo'.

2. Increase the quantity of water available without in -
creasing the supply :

(a) by improved use of the available water -- les s
waste, more efficient usage -- better wate r
management .

(b) by reduction of water losses -- such as thos e
due to evapotranspiration or seepage .
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(c) by a greater degree of reuse -- treatment to Maintain
adequate quality so that several cycles of reuse migh t
be possible .

(d) by improvement of the quality of available, low-
quality water -- treatment, dilution .

(e) by reallocation of use -- make the most "beneficial "
use of the available supply .

3 . Increase the quantity of water available by increasing th e
supply:

(a) by development of water that is available but unuse d
in the region -- surface waters, ground waters .

(b) by means of artificial precipitation -- to remove
more moisture from the overflowing air masses .

(c) by means of saline water conversion -- to obtain
fresh water from brackish or sea water .

(d) by, importing water to the region -- transfer from
some other region.

All alternatives are technologically feasible, including cloud
seeding and saline water conversion . On the other hand, not all alternative s
may be justifiable when subjected to economic, political, or other criteria .
Furthermore, we should not confuse the words "feasible" and "optimal "
when considering alternatives (e .g ., in planning optimal development o f
water resources it may be necessary to reject some of the technically
feasible choices) .

The optimal development of several adjacent regions might wel l
correspond to the sum of optimal developments of each of the regions in-
cluded, provided that no actions taken in one region have a detrimental
effect upon the water available to another region . But the optimal develop-
ment of the several regions collectively might under some circumstances be
even greater if interregional diversions are permitted (even though thi s
limits the development of one of the regions) . In determining if this is the
case, engineering considerations must yield to social-economic-politica l
aspects .

The purpose of the foregoing remarks is to give some perspectiv e
to diversion as one of several alternatives available for regional wate r
development and to indicate that engineering considerations alone are in -
sufficient to judge the merits of any proposal for diversion .
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DESIRABLE FEATURES OF DIVERSION SCHEME S

What are the desirable engineering features of a diversion scheme ?

Minimum Storag e

In the first place, it would be desirable that the supply of water a t
the point of capture and diversion corresponds to the demand for water a t
the point of delivery . a) If both the supply and the demand are constant, thi s
occurs . b) But for any cyclical annual pattern, the demand curve should lag
slightly behind the supply curve to allow for travel time in the conduit . If
either of these two situations exists, then the storage facilities at either end
of the system could be minimal in size and cost, and the diverted wate r
could be placed directly in the distribution system for delivery to the user .

Unfortunately, when a variable supply and variable demand becom e
greatly out of phase, the supply storage regulating the captured water o r
the terminal storage holding the transferred water, or both, may becom e
considerably larger and more costly . Recharge of diverted water into th e
ground water basin might offer a partial solution to the problem. (This ha s
been effective for both storage and delivery in the Los Angeles basin . )

Optimum Conveyanc e

Secondly, there are several desirable features for the conveyanc e
system. The channel or other conduit should flow at maximum capacity a t
all times in order to minimize the size and cost of the structure . For a
steady, year-round discharge this could be achieved . But for a variable
discharge the conduit would have to be proportioned for the largest flows
diverted and would thus flow only partly full at other times . The relative
conduit costs would have to be compared with storage costs for impoundin g
sufficient water to allow conveyance at a steady, maximum rate .

,:
The optimum proportions of the channel cross-section must b e

chosen to give the best hydraulic performance for the conduit, in order t o
minimize energy losses . The resulting cross-sectional shape might not be
suitable for any navigation usage which might be included in the scheme .

The conduit should be smoothly lined throughout its length in orde r
to minimize resistance to flow and energy losses . This tends to be a costly
process if a channel of natural material must be artificially lined .

Losses due to seepage and evapotranspiration must be minimized .
This may involve expensive lining and covering of the conduit .

The conduit should be protected from failure or damage and from
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Sourc e
of

Supply

disturbance caused by winds or ice formation. There should be no dange r
of harm to the quality of the transported water caused by inflow of loca l
runoff or of seepage water .

Emergency Storage and Along-Line Storag e

Third, the diversion scheme should provide for sufficient carry -
over storage at the delivery end of the conduit so that emergency wate r
supplies would be available in the event of a system breakdown . It would
also be important to have storage at intermediate points along the conduit
so that water might be temporarily impounded in an emergency . If hydro-
electric power is developed at points along the conveyance, along-line forebay
and afterbay storage would be essential to balance the conduit flows at non -
constant power production and to allow the plants to operate efficiently.
Pumping stations will also require forebay storage .

Pumps and Turbine s

Fourth, there are desirable conditions related to the possible use
of pumps and turbines . If the diversion requires pumping stations to lift
water or includes power plants to capture some of the energy of the flow, th e
pumps and turbines should operate at design capacity at all times to give thei r
most efficient performance . This will allow minimization of the size of
those units and of their costs . Obviously, it is desirable to have as littl e
pumping as possible unless greater pumping lifts will allow a more favorabl e
recovery of power as water descends through hydroelectric plants .

Typical Scheme

The several features of a typical diversion scheme are represente d
schematically in Figure 2.

On-line and Emergency Storag e

0-
Pump

	

Power
Station

	

Plant

Figure Z . Features of a Typical Diversion Scheme

conduit

Supply
Storage

Terminal
Storag e
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In one form or another, these are the general physical element s
which are present in the several proposed diversion plans .

Some Factors Affecting Costs

Engineering factors which affect water transfer costs include, i n
part : conduit type, conduit size and proportions, conduit lining and wal l
materials ; the difference in elevation between the point of capture and point
of delivery of diverted water ; the nature of intermediate terrain ; accessibility
of diversion route ; amount of storage required, dams required to provid e
capture and storage, length of tunnels, canals, and other conduits necessary ;
amount of pumping required ; extent to which hydroelectric power may be
recovered from or developed in conjunction with the diversion .

Some Necessary Engineering Studie s

Among the numerous engineering studies required in considering
inter-regional water transfers must be included :

1 . Hydrologic studies to determine the dependable wate r
supply.

Studies of reservoir regulation and local water require -
ments to determine the diversion potential .

Studies of water requirements in the delivery region .

Studies of the feasible diversion routes from suppl y
region to distribution region (including required dams ,
reservoirs, canals, tunnels, pipelines, etc . )

5. Studies of the power requirements for pumping stations .

6. Studies of the power development potential of hydroelectri c
plants .

COMMENTS ON HYDROELECTRIC POWE R

Before looking at specific diversion schemes, it may be of interes t
to examine in a general way some of the power requirements for diversion
and the alternative value of the diverted water for power production .

We might take a diversion system which is in some ways simila r
to the proposed Pirkey Plan (discussed later) in order to have some
meaningful numbers . Example 1 shows the conditions which have bee n
assumed to exist . A steady diversion amounting to 10 million acre-fee t
per year was chosen. For such a situation, pumping requirements amount
to approximately 6 million kilowatts . We may relate this number to th e

2 .

3 .

4 .
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rated capacity of Bonneville Dam (518, 400 kw) or of Grand Coulee Dam
(1, 974, 000 kw) to see that a very great amount of power is needed to operate
the pumps . The diversion would allow recovery of about half of the neede d
power, leaving about 3 million kilowatts to be obtained from outside th e
project . Incidentally, some of the proposed schemes suggest that all of th e
required power should be obtained in the Pacific Northwest, where it i s
assumed to be "cheap, " and the recovered power at the southern end of th e
diversion should be marketed in the southwest, where it supposedly woul d
bring a higher return .

In Example 1, an arbitrary value for the cost of supplementa l
power was used to indicate an order-of-magnitude power cost per acre -
foot of diverted water .

Example 1

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE OF POWER REQUIREMENT S

Assumed diversion = 10 MAF/yr .

Assumed conditions :

Turbine eff . = 90 %
Generator eff . = 96 %Pump eff. = 90 % Combined eff . = 86 .4%Motor eff .=	 96	 %

Combined 86 .4%

	

Lake Mead
eff .

	

El. 1000' (approx)
Columbia Rive r
at The Dalles El . 160'

kwh/
Y
r

kwh/
Yr

.

At 2 mils/kwh, supplemental power costs $50 x 1 0 6 and the water powe r
costs are $5/AF .

Power req'd for pumping

	

= 6 x 106 kw = 53 x 10 9

Power developed by turbines = 	 3+ x 10 6 kw = 28 x 10 9

Power supplement req'd .

	

= 3 x 10 6 kw = 25 x 10 9

kwh/
Yr
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Example 2 is an attempt to show the value of an acre-foot of wate r
for hydroelectric power production from the vicinity of Brownlee Reservoi r
on the Snake River down to the mouth of the Columbia River . Conversion of
the potential energy of this water into a power revenue per acre-foot allow s
one to compare the value of this water for hydroelectric power productio n
with its value for alternative uses related to diversion . Obviously, sinc e
power production is non-consumptive, the additional value to navigation ,
fish and wildlife, recreation, etc ., along the Snake and Columbia River s
should also be considered .

Example 2

VALUE OF WATER FOR HYDROELECTRIC POWE R
PRODUCTION AT POINT OF DIVERSIO N

Take J AF of water at El . 2000 '

If river is fully developed for hydro-power production
from point of diversion down to mean sea level, this wate r
could produce a maximum of 2050 kw-hr . of electricity .

At 2 mils/kwh this water can produce $4 . 10 of
electricity revenue .

Because of energy losses which actually occur ,
the electricity revenues will probably be close r
to $ 3/AF .

Thus, in comparing value of water for diverted use s
with value of water for the undiverted use of hydroelectri c
power production, we might select a value of $ 3/AF fo r
power production (assuming the above circumstances) .

FEATURES OF PROPOSED SCHEME S

Let us now examine some of the particular engineering aspects o f
proposed schemes for water diversion .

Several diversion routes from the Pacific Northwest to the Pacifi c
Southwest have been suggested. These are summarized on a map prepare d
by the Oregon State Water Resources Board, and are presented in Figure 3 .
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-•-•-•- ® Western Water Proj .- Pirkey
• • • • • • QQ Sierro -Cascade Projec t
-••-••- ® Snoke-Colorado Project (L .A .

water plan)
	 Os Albeni Falls Diversion

Snake R . Diversion
====- . Q Willamette High Lin e
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 © Willamette Pump Route
+++~+++~ QQ Coast Range Gravity Intercept.

Route
►	 + Qo Coast Range Low Level Rout e

COMPAR/SONS
Storage capacity of Detroit Res. = 300,000 Ac. Ft
Ave Aug flow of Willamette R. at Salem = 4,500 CF5
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Other routes have also been proposed and will be mentioned in followin g
paragraphs .

The detailed features of these proposals are to be found in a variet y
of reports and documents, a few of which are cited in the appended biblio-
graphy . Some general reviews of diversion plans and issues are als o
available (e . g . , that by Chapin Clark) .

The several proposals may be grouped for discussion purpose s
according to route and terminal point of diversion . Thus we have :

(a) Southern California via Central Valle y
(b) Colorado River from Snake and Columbia River s
(c) Undersea Aqueduct
(d) Continental Diversion

Southern California via Central Valle y

The U .S . Bureau of Reclamation's United Western Investigation ,
started in 1947, proposed to divert water from northern to souther n
California and was an enlargement of the Central Valley Project concept o f
regional development . (The central feature of the subsequently state -
sponsored California Water Plan is such a diversion .) Other diversion s
were considered in this study which would tap southern Oregon streams an d
even the Columbia or Willamette Rivers near their confluence . The latte r
routes are shown by lines 9 and 10 on Figure 3 . (The Northern Californi a
Diversion is not shown .) In effect, the schemes arising from the Unite d
Western Investigation would benefit the Colorado River Basin state s
indirectly by allowing southern California to relinquish its Colorado Rive r
water through replacement with water from northern California and th e
Pacific Northwest . The basic aspects of the United Western Investigatio n
are summarized in Table 1 .

Colorado River from Snake and Columbia River s

In contrast to the above proposals, most current diversion scheme s
propose to directly augment the Colorado River to meet anticipated de-
ficiencies . The Western Water Project, offered by F . Z . Pirkey in 1963 ,
is perhaps typical . His scheme is reviewed in Table 2 and is represente d
in Figure 3 by line 2 . Another plan, the Snake-Colorado Project propose d
by the City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power in 1963, is re -
viewed in Table 3 and represented by line 4 in Figure 3 . Subsequently, a
modified Snake-Colorado Project has been proposed by W . A . Dunn (1965 )
and is reviewed in Table 4 . Other schemes have also been proposed but
are not discussed here .

In general the schemes for diversion from the Snake and Columbi a
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Table 1 . UNITED WESTERN INVESTIGATION (USBR )

(a) Northern California Diversion

Possible initial stage of multi-staged development

approx . 5-6 MAF/yr .

Klamath River (Northern California) nea r
mouth .

Southern California, south of Tehachap i
Mountains .

Features : Dam; power plant ; reservoir near
mouth of Klamath River ; canals ; tunnel s
to carry water into, through, and out of
the Central Valley ; pumps for water lifts .

(b) Coast Range Gravity Interception Route

Diversion : approx . 6 MAF/yr .

Source :

	

Rogue and Klamath River Basin s

Terminal : Shasta Reservoir, for conveyance south -
ward through other facilities .

Features : 7 dams and reservoirs in Rogue and
Klamath Basins ; canals ; tunnels ; pump
lifts ; power plants .

(c) Willamette Pump Route

Diversion : 10 MAF/yr . or more .

Source :

	

Willamette River near Oregon City o r
Columbia River below Bonneville Da m

Terminal : Shasta Reservoir, for conveyance south -
ward through other facilities .

Features : Dams and reservoirs ; canals ; tunnels ;
pump lifts ; power plants .

Diversion :

Source :

Terminal :
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Table 2 . WESTERN WATER PROJECT (PIRKEY )

Diversion : 15 MAF/yr . initially

Source :

	

Columbia River near The Dalle s

Terminal : Lake Mead
branches to Klamath Lake and Shasta Reservoir ,
Los Angeles, Tucson .

Features : 1200 mile diversion .
Only flood waters are diverted (spring and
summer) .

Surplus "dump" hydropower would be used
for pumping .

Pump lifts up Deschutes and Crooked River s
via 12 dams and reservoirs, from elev . 160 ft .
to 4600 ft ., using much dump and off peak power .

Additional power from nuclear plants -- wil l
give extra power in wet periods ; will give
pumped storage/peaking power operatio n
during dry periods (to supplement Northwes t
Power Pool) .

Pumping stations at base of each dam to be
equipped with pump-turbines, for flow in
either direction .

Much of pump lift is subsequently recovered
as power drop near Lake Mead

Improved firm power and peaking power t o
benefit Northwest and Southwest .

Canal from proposed Wagontire Reservoi r
(southcentral Oregon) to Lake Mead . Initially ,
Q = 21,000 cfs, with canal all in cut and con-
crete lined . Ultimately, Q = 85, 000 cfs i f
needed .

Various pump lifts and power drops along route .

No siphons or tunnels required except fo r
tailrace tunnel at underground power plant
near Lake Mead .

High quality Columbia River water will im-
prove quality of Colorado River and make i t
more highly usable .
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Table 3 . SNAKE-COLORADO PROJECT (LOS ANGELES DEPARTMEN T
OF WATER AND POWER )

Diversion : 2 .4 MAF/yr .

Source :

	

Snake River below Twin Falls, Idah o

Terminal : Lake Mead ; continuation to Los Angeles vi a
Colorado River and Colorado River Aqueduct .

Features : Pumping facilitie s

7 pump stations
total lift = 3183 ft ., from elev . 3000 ft .

to Nevada plateau .
flow = 3450 cf s
total capacity = 1 .714 x 10 6 HP

Aqueduct

canal = 435 .1 mile s
tunnel = 31 .2 mile s
siphons = 17 .9 mile s
penstucks = 29 .4 mile s
on-line reservoir length = 5 .4 mile s
total length = 519 mile s

gravity aqueduct through eastern Nevad a
Power development facilitie s

6 power plants
dynamic head = 4518 ft .
load factor = 40%
total capacity = 2 .8 x 10 6 KW

Uses "surplus" water not required for propose d
development of Snake-Columbia Basin .

Produces more power than is consumed by 10 %

Requires 10 billion kwh/yr . for pumping
stations .

Estimated costs : Project - approx $ 1 .4 billion

Water - $ 32/AF at use points
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Table 4 . MODIFIED SNAKE-COLORADO PROJECT (DUNN )

Diversion : stage 1 -- 5 MAF/yr .
stage 2 -- 10 MAF/yr .
stage 3 -- 15 MAF /yr .

Source :

	

at confluence of Columbia and Snake River s
at points along lower Snake River .

Terminal : Lake Mead
branches to S . Idaho, S .E . Oregon, S .
California .

Features : Capture occurs between Brownlee Reservoi r
(elev. 2077 ft .) and McNary Reservoir (elev .
340 ft .), with pump-back between Snak e
River reservoirs up to Brownlee (10 pump
stations and dams, some tunnels) .

3 pump lifts from Brownlee Reservoir t o
elev . 5150 ft .

Gravity conduit 1016 miles long through E .
Oregon and W . Nevada, including 3 tunnel s
(34 miles) and 19 siphons (44 miles) .

5 power plants recapture 3660 ft . of head .

Pipelines for pump stations and power plant s
24 miles long .

Improvement of quality of Colorado River wate r
through mixture with diverted waters .

S . California aqueduct would include 3 powe r
plants with 1860 ft . total head .

Canals and flumes designed for 10 MAF/yr .
with provision for expansion .

Estimated costs of stage 1 :

project - $ 3 .6 billion (main stem )

project -

	

5 .7 billion (with branches )

Water at Colorado River - $ 38/A F
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Rivers to the Colorado involve sizeable pumping lifts . It is optimistically
expected that most of this energy will be recovered as the water descend s
to the level of the Colorado River after crossing The Great Basin . Thu s
the conveyance conduit serves as a "power-water-tie " from the Columbi a
Basin to the Southwest .

Undersea Aqueduct

Distinct from the foregoing proposals is one for an undersea aque-
duct system extending along the continental shelf parallel to the Pacifi c
coast from southern Oregon to southern California . This scheme, prepare d
by National Engineering Science Company, would provide water to th e
coastal areas of central and southern California and relieve some of the
demand for Colorado River water . Thus interior regions of the Southwes t
would also benefit . Essential features are reviewed in Table 5 . The
proposal includes some novel construction, maintenance, and repai r
techniques and would require research on materials for underwater use .

Continental Diversio n

On a much more grandiose scale, the North American Water and
Power Alliance (NAWAPA), proposed by R . M . Parsons Company, would
not only augment the Colorado River but also provide water for much o f
Canada, the United States, and northern Mexico . This scheme is summar-
ized in Table 6 . The routes comprising this scheme are partially repre-
sented in Figure 3 by line 1 .

Canadian reactions to some of the diversion proposals have not
been particularly enthusiastic . However, the problem of water needs and
diversion have received serious attention, particularly by Professor E .
Kuiper and his colleagues at the University of Manitoba . As an indication
of possible water development, Kuiper considered the feasibility of divertin g
water from northern Canada to the prairies of west-central Canada and th e
United States . The ideas advanced by Dr . E . Roy Tinney at last week' s
seminar for a Western Great Plains diversion appear to be an extension of
the Prairie Water Plan outlined by Kuiper . Table 7 gives a summary o f
the Prairie Water Plan .

An important difference between the NAWAPA and Prairie Wate r
Plans is found in the elevations of the conveyance lines . Generally,
NAWAPA aqueducts are situated at high elevations along the Rocky
Mountains, with branch lines dropping to the lower elevations wher e
greatest use will be made of the diverted water . In the Prairie Water Plan,
on the other hand, a series of large natural lakes at lower elevations acros s
north-central Canada are used and the conveyance lines are therefor e
placed at lower elevations .
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Table 5 . UNDERSEA AQUEDUCT SYSTEM ( NE S C 0 )

Diversion : 11 MAF/yr ., developed in phase s

Source :

	

Eel, Klamath, Rogue Rivers and other s

Terminal : Coastal central and southern Californi a

Features : Tap about 1/3 of annual flow of rivers to
sea .

Dams and supply reservoirs high above mouth s
of rivers, with forebay reservoirs near the
coast .

Terminal shore reservoir s

Semi-flexible pipelines suspended above floo r
of continental shelf, at depth of about 250 ft .

Gravity flow through system, no pumpin g
required except to lift water into termina l
reservoirs and distribution systems ; lifts
of less than 1000 ft .

By exchange of undersea aqueduct water fo r
presently used inland water, interior region s
of Southwest would benefit .

Flexible system, since expansion is no t
difficult .

Negligible evaporation losses .

Estimated costs :

Unit cost of water $ 30 - 40 /A F
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Table 6 . NORTH AMERICAN WATER AND POWE R
ALLIANCE - NAWAPA (PARSONS)

A continental solution involving source rivers in Alask a
and Canada and affecting Canada, the United States, an d
Mexico .

Diversion : 110 - 250 MAF/yr ., if needed.
to U .S . -- 78 MAF/yr . of Canadian water.
to Canada and Mexico -- 20 MAF/yr . each
(approx . )

Sources :

	

Fraser, Yukon, Tanama, Peace, Columbi a
and other rivers of Alaska, Yukon Territory ,
and British Columbia .

Terminals : Southern Canada ; 33 states in the United States ;
3 states in northern Mexico .

Features : Network of canals, tunnels, streams ,
navigable waterways .

Dams, reservoirs, lake s

Power plants, pumping lifts (up to a few thousand
feet )

Alberta - Great Lakes canal

100 million kw/yr . produced, of which 70 million
would be available for marketing .

Rocky Mountain trench reservoir s

500 mile long reservoir in British Columbia
and northern Montana .

Standard construction methods ; no majo r
technical break-throughs required .

Estimated costs :

	

Project $100 billion
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Table 7 . PRAIRIE WATER PLAN (KUIPER )

(figures are "order-of-magnitude" estimates )

Diversion : 80 MAF/yr . for future needs of Prairi e
Province s
100 MAF/yr . for possible export from Canada .

Sources :

	

Saskatchewan, Churchill, Nelson, Athabasca ,
Peace, MacKenzie, Yukon Rivers .
About 230 MAF/yr . available .

Terminals : Extensive areas of the three Canadian Prairi e
Provinces -- (Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
Manitoba)

Features : Storage in Great Slave Lake, Lesser Slave
Lake, Lake Athabasca, Wallaston Lake, Rein -
deer Lake, Lake Winnipeg, etc .

About 775 MAF/yr . of storage availabl e
(natural and future man-made )

Dam + pumping station on Peace Rive r

Dam + pumping station on Athabasca Rive r

Dam on Churchill Rive r

Series of step-like reservoirs on Saskatchewan
Rive r

Series of high dams on Yukon River (in Canada)

Distribution network of pumping stations ,
pipelines and open canal s

Various dams, dikes, tunnels, hydroelectri c
plant s

Estimated costs :

	

Project $ 1 billion - $ 50 billion
(depending upon extensiveness o f
project)
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CONCLUSIO N

In conclusion, it may be said that at present there are severa l
"engineering schemes" which offer a variety of "solutions" to regional an d
interregional water problems -- all predicated on the belief that some type
of diversion is essential. These plans are merely preliminary and serv e
to describe in general terms the required engineering works and technology .
They are supported with varying amounts of economic analysis in order t o
demonstrate economics as well as technical feasibility . To date, there i s
no detailed technical plan having all engineering aspects carefully worke d
out . This, if it happens will occur in the future and may take as long a s
10 years (NAWAPA) once a commitment is made for detailed engineerin g
planning .
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Presented April 13, 1967 by CHAPIN D . CLARK, Professor of Law and
Acting Dean, School of Law, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.

T44e4 awl494l,4oicta
2)eaeweo‘t

T he Colorado Raver is the Nile of the Southwest . It rises in the moun-
tains of Colorado and flows in a southwesterly direction some thirtee n

hundred miles to the Gulf of California in Mexico . It drains about 250, 000
square miles, or about one-twelfth the area of the continental United States .
The Colorado is an erratic river . Its average flow has varied from les s
than seven million acre feet a year to over twenty million acre feet a year .
The average annual flow of the Colorado is now estimated at about thirtee n
to fifteen million acre feet a year . The Southwest is largely dependent upo n
the managed use of this river as the source of surface water supply an d
upon the withdrawal of ground water .

The Southwest is a vast arid or semi-arid region . It receive s
less than twenty inches of rain per year and much of the region receive s
less than ten inches . By way of contrast, western Oregon and Washington ,
and northern California and northern Idaho, receive forty inches or more
of precipitation each year . By way of further contrast, the flow of th e
Columbia River alone is about ten times that of the Colorado River . The
coastal streams of northern California and Oregon and Washington, plu s
the Columbia River, pour three hundred million acre feet a year into the
Pacific Ocean .

When we realize that the Colorado River is the main surface wate r
artery of the vast Southwest region and yet by Northwest standards, it i s
a run-of-the-mill stream, it is little wonder that Southwesterners look wit h
envy to the Northwest as a richly over-abundant source of water, and tha t
they say, "give us only a small amount of your 'surplus' to augment the
Colorado --- say five percent of the flow of the Columbia (about 8 . 5 million
acre feet a year) --- it will never be missed . "

The political pressure for water diversion is tied up with th e
asserted need to augment the Colorado River in order to supply adequat e
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water to support the growing economy of the Southwest and to sustain
irrigated agriculture which relies heavily upon a depleting ground wate r
supply . This suggests an analysis of the legal history of the Colorado Rive r
and the nature of the asserted need in the Southwest for augmenting water .

LEGAL HISTORY OF THE COLORADO RIVE R

The Colorado River is divided physically and politically at Le e
Ferry in northern Arizona into an upper and a lower basin . Physically
the upper basin of the Colorado River comprises southwestern Wyoming ,
western Colorado, eastern Utah and northwestern New Mexico . Physically
the lower basin comprises Arizona and a small stretch of southeaster n
Nevada and the southeastern tip of California . Politically, the Colorad o
River is divided by the Colorado River Compact of 1922 between the uppe r
basin states of Wyoming, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico and the lower
basin states of Nevada, California and Arizona . The upper basin is blesse d
with several main tributaries including the Green River, rising in Wyoming ,
and the Gunnison and San Juan Rivers rising in Colorado . The principle
tributary in the lower basin is the Gila River which normally does not con -
tribute a drop to the Colorado River because its waters are completel y
utilized in central Arizona . Irrigated agriculture is economically important
in Arizona, and the Gila River and underground aquifers supply th e
irrigating water .

The Colorado River Compact contemplates diversions outside o f
the drainage area of the Colorado River and a number of such trans-basi n
diversions have already taken place . For example, the Big Thompson
Project in Colorado transfers water from the western to the eastern slop e
of the Rockies to supply Denver and other users in eastern Colorado . Also ,
the Colorado River Aqueduct diverts water from the Colorado River fro m
Parker Dam and transfers it to the metropolitan areas of southern
California, such as Los Angeles and San Diego . The All American Canal ,
further south on the Colorado, serves the Coachella and Imperial Valley
Irrigation Districts in California .

Prior to 1922 the conditions were ripe for the negotiation of a
compact in regard to the future development of the Colorado River . Lowe r
basin depletions were already occurring, especially in California . The
upper basin states naturally feared that these prior appropriations woul d
be protected in the event of a future allocation of the Colorado River unde r
the doctrine of equitable apportionment as applied in any subsequent Suprem e
Court litigation .

On the other hand, the lower basin was naturally apprehensiv e
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that future upper basin developments might jeopardize the supply of wate r
from the Colorado River to the lower basin uses .

	

In short, the lowe r
basin needed a secure supply and the upper basin needed protection agains t
monopolization of the River through prior appropriation in the lower basin.
These conditions brought the seven states together in 1922 at Santa Fe ,
New Mexico and this gathering resulted in the Colorado River Compact .
Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, served as chairman .

The Compact does not attempt to apportion water among the indi-
vidual states . It is directed, rather, to the legal relationship of the upper
basin states and the lower basin states as entities . The apportionment of
this Compact of 7 . 5 million acre feet to the upper basin and 8 . 5 million
acre feet to the lower basin is a limitation on use . That is, it is a ceiling
placed upon the beneficial consumptive use of water from the Colorado
River system, rather than a grant of specified quantities of water . The
apparent theory of the Compact is that the basins may develop thei r
respective uses up to a maximum of 7 . 5 million acre feet in the upper basi n
and 8 . 5 million acre feet in the lower basin. Any water not needed to supply
such uses is surplus .

Any surplus is to be used first to supply Mexico if the Unite d
States should obligate itself by treaty to deliver Colorado River water t o
that country . This was later done through the treaty with Mexico in 1944 ,
under which the United States obligated itself to deliver 1 .5 million acre
feet of Colorado River water to Mexico each year subject to certain condit-
ions, such as extraordinary drought .

The upper basin states entered into a compact in 1948 which di-
vides the water of the Colorado River among the four upper basin states .
The Colorado River Project Act of 1956 provides for storage units on th e
Colorado River, such as Glen Canyon Dam, which will enable the upper
basin states to store water and meet their obligation to deliver 75 million
acre feet of Colorado River water in any ten year period to the lower basin .
In addition this project act authorizes a number of irrigation units i n
Colorado and elsewhere .

LOWER BASIN STATES FIGH T

In contrast to the relative harmony among the upper basin states ,
the lower basin states have been marked with fifty years of strife . Ari-
zona refused to ratify the Colorado River Compact of 1922 . The Colorado
River Compact was not effective until 1929 when Congress finally approve d
it as part of the Boulder Canyon Project Act . Bucause of the continuing
dispute between California and Arizona, this Act conditioned the effective -
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ness of the Boulder Canyon Project upon California's limiting itself to 4 . 4
million acre feet of Colorado River water . The California legislature so
limited itself and Boulder Dam was built .

During the 1930's Arizona was involved in four law suits before th e
United States Supreme Court in an effort to vindicate its asserted rights t o
Colorado River water . In 1931 Arizona lost an attempt to enjoin the build-
ing of Boulder Dam and the All American Canal in California . In 1934 the
Governor of Arizona sent troops to halt work on Parker Dam, which was to
serve as diversion point for the Colorado River Aqueduct into souther n
California . This dam was later specifically authorized by Congress and
Arizona withdrew her troops . Again in 1935 Arizona filed a suit fo r
equitable apportionment of the unappropriated water in the River . Becaus e
the United States had not consented to be sued and was a necessary part ,
the Supreme Court dismissed the complaint without reaching the merits .

Finally in 1944 Arizona ratified the Colorado River Compact an d
obtained a contract from the Secretary of the Interior for the delivery o f
water from the main stream to supply 2 . 8 million acre feet of consumptiv e
use per year . However, a contract for water and the actual delivery of
water are two different things . For the past twenty years Arizona has bee n
seeking authorization by Congress of the Central Arizona Project to enabl e
the state to utilize its "entitlement" to Colorado River water .

Although a Central Arizona Project Bill was twice steered through
the U .S . Senate by Senator Hayden in 1950 and again in 1951, bitter wranglin g
between California and Arizona eventually led the House Interior Committe e
to postpone further hearings on any Arizona project bill "until such time a s
use of the lower Colorado River basin is either adjudicated or a binding
mutual agreement as to the use of the water is reached by the states of th e
lower Colorado River basin . "

ARIZONA v . CALIFORNIA, 373 U .S . 546 (1963 )

Arizona again turned to the Supreme Court, this time in 1952, fo r
an eventual vindication of its claims to Colorado River water . During the
eleven years of litigation, however, the moratorium in Congress on a
Central Arizona Project continued .

The main points decided by the Arizona v. California decision
(June 3, 1963) may be summarized as follows : (This summary is adapte d
from "The Colorado River" by Charles J . Meyers, 19 Stanford L . Rev. 1 )
(1) Under its power over navigable streams granted by the commerc e
clause, Congress had the power to divide the unappropriated waters of th e
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Colorado River in the lower basin among the three states of Arizona ,
California and Nevada . This Congressional power to apportion the water s
of a navigable stream is a third method of dividing a stream among states ,
the other two (formerly thought to be exclusive) being by compact or b y
equitable apportionment litigation in the Supreme Court . It is somewhat
ironic that this same decision which confirmed the constitutional power of
Congress to legislate an inter-regional water diversion from a navigabl e
river for later apportionment, is the same decision which lifted the mora-
torium on water projects in the Southwest and created the political pressur e
for Northwest water diversion to the Southwest in order to make suc h
projects feasible from the standpoint of water supply .

(2) Congress exercised its apportionment authority in the Boulde r
Canyon Project Act partly by dividing the river itself and partly by delegatin g
to the Secretary of the Interior the power to divide the river . This statutory
division is the basis for the interstate apportionment . (It should be note d
that the Colorado River Compact did not itself attempt to apportion th e
river among the lower basin states . )

(3) The water that Congress divided was the mainstream water o f
the Colorado River at Hoover Dam, not including the tributaries . This was
an important victory for Arizona because it rejected California's accounting
system which would have charged Arizona for Gila River uses and thu s
would have increased the mainstream surplus available to California in th e
amount of one-half of Arizona's Gila uses --- about one million more acr e
feet a year .

(4) The statutory scheme of apportionment was as follows :
(a) California was limited to 4 .4 million acre feet

from the main stream plus not more than one -
half of any surplus . This limitation was accepte d
by the California legislature as a condition pre-
cedent to the effectiveness of the Boulder Canyo n
Project Act .

(b) The Secretary of the Interior was delegate d
authority under this act to divide the water of the
main stream in the lower basin by contract .

(c) The Secretary had executed valid contracts fo r
delivery of water to the three states as follows :
to California 4 .4 million acre feet, to Arizona
2 .8 million acre feet, to Nevada .3 million acr e
feet . This again was an important victory fo r
Arizona because California had contracts with
the Secretary of Interior for the delivery of 5 . 4
million acre feet of Colorado River water pe r
year and had actually been diverting about 5 . 1
million acre feet in recent years .
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(d) In the event the Secretary of the Interio r
determines there exists a shortage of wate r
so that 7 . 5 million acre feet for consumptive
use cannot be satisfied from the availabl e
supply, the Secretary is to allocate the wate r
as Congress may direct or in the exercise o f
his discretion .

Congress has as yet made no such direction . California
naturally fears a rationing of water, in the event of future shortages, b y
the Secretary of the Interior which would not protect California's earlie r
uses . This, argues California, would be contrary to the appropriatio n
principle of protecting prior uses . This discretion to allocate shortage s
naturally would place the Secretary of the Interior in a most unhappy political
squeeze between California and Arizona in the event of physical shortages .
One of the objectives to be served by augmenting the Colorado River by a
Northwest diversion would be to avoid a shortage and thereby finesse the
need for the exercise of this discretion by the Secretary .

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST WATER PLA N

Anticipating the end of the Arizona v. California litigation, the
Secretary of the Interior began work in 1960 on a regional study for South -
western water development . It was apparent that the decision in this cas e
would remove the legal uncertainties sufficiently to lift the moratorium i n
Congress on efforts for local water projects in the Southwest . The adminis-
tration knew that the opportunity for integrated development might succum b
to the pressure for local projects unless it could gain acceptance of a
regional plan . That this possibility was real is illustrated by the fact tha t
Senators Hayden and Goldwater reintroduced a Central Arizona Project Bil l
the day after Arizona v . California was decided . This billion dollar project,
on the drawing boards of the Bureau of Reclamation since 1947, would di-
vert 1 .2 million acre feet per year of Colorado River water to the Phoeni x
and Tucson areas, thus enabling Arizona to use a portion of its 2 .8 million
acre feet "entitlement" of Colorado River water confirmed by Arizona v .
California .

This regional study resulted in the Pacific-Southwest Wate r
Plan, which was transmitted by Secretary Udall in August, 1963, to th e
Governors of five southwestern states for their comments . In summary ,
this plan treated northern California as the waterhole of the Southwest .
Aqueducts would transfer water from northern California to souther n
California and Arizona .
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However, California made a number of objections to this plan .
For example, California objected (1) to the diversion of California water to
Arizona, (2) to any delay of state project construction in order to accomo-
date the Pacific Southwest Water Plan, (3) to southern California's exchange
of northern California water for Colorado River water (which would dry u p
the Colorado River Aqueduct), (4) to the lack of a proposal to investigat e
alternative sources of supply, including the Pacific Northwest, and (5) t o
the lack of a federal guarantee of a basic supply of water in the regio n
which would permit a minimum consumptive use of Colorado River wate r
of 4 .4 million acre feet for California, 2 . 8 for Arizona and .3 for Nevada .

Many of California's recommendations were adopted in a quickl y
revised Pacific-Southwest Water Plan which was approved by Secretar y
Udall in January, 1964 . The revised plan eliminated the proposal to diver t
California water to Arizona . It also sought to guarantee a supply of 7 . 5
million acre feet per year for consumptive use in the lower basin . Majo r
facilities of this revised plan included the Central Arizona Project an d
enlargement of the aqueduct which would transport water from northern to
southern California . Dams in the Grand Canyon area at Bridge and Marbl e
Canyons would produce hydro-electric power to be used for project pumpin g
and as revenue producers from the sale of power to subsidize certain
project costs .

While California was winning the political struggle to fashion the
Pacific Southwest Water Plan at the executive level, Arizona was pressin g
for the authorization of the Central Arizona Project during the eighty-eighth
Congress at the legislative level . Both Secretary Udall and Californi a
opposed the Arizona project in the Congressional hearings unless it wa s
tied in to a regional plan which would provide an adequate water supply fo r
the entire lower Colorado River Basin . Although the Central Arizona
Project was a major feature of the Pacific-Southwest Water Plan, th e
independent authorization of this Project might destroy the financial feasibilit y
of a regional plan. Revenues from the Bridge and Marble Canyon powe r
plants would be dedicated to the Arizona Project and thus lost to a regiona l
development fund which would finance certain costs and subsidize water sales .

California had cause for apprehension if a Central Arizona Projec t
were authorized without Congressional decisions on apportioning shortage s
and augmenting water supplies in the lower basin . About one-fifth o f
California's developed water comes from the Colorado River .

Even more dramatic is the figure that about eighty percent of the
water now used in southern California comes from the Colorado River .
California water agencies have contracts with the Department of th e
Interior for 5 .4 million acre feet a year of Colorado water . Aqueducts
representing an investment of eight hundred million dollars are in existence ,
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capable of delivering this water . About 5 . 1 million acre feet annually ha s
actually been diverted in recent years by these California agencies . About
4 million acre feet of this is consumed by various irrigation districts and
1 .1 million acre feet is diverted through the Colorado River Aqueduct b y
the Metropolitan Water District which services one hundred eighteen cities ,
including Los Angeles and San Diego .

California claims that it has no surplus waters in the long run . A s
most of the low-cost, readily accessible, surface water projects have been
or soon will be constructed, this state considers it necessary to look out -
side its own borders to find adequate water supplies beyond 1990 . If the
Central Arizona Project were to be independently authorized, and (1) give n
the increasing depletions in the upper basin as projects continue to be com-
pleted, and (2) given California's loss of the Gila River in the accounting o f
main stream Colorado River water, and (3) given the failure of the river t o
meet overly optimistic flow predictions, it became increasingly apparen t
that California could not count on even the 4 . 4 million acre feet a year
" entitlement" as a permanent supply .

The State Water Plan of California has been premised on the con-
tinued availability of more than 5 million acre feet of Colorado River wate r
a year . If present uses of Colorado River water are curtailed, the principl e
loser will be the municipal and industrial users serviced by the Metropolita n
Water District, rather than the irrigation districts .

The Metropolitan Water District expects to have 19 million peopl e
within its service area by the turn of the century (double the presen t
population) and a water demand exceeding three million acre feet a year .
In short, California fears an apportionment by the Secretary of the Interio r
in the event of future shortages of Colorado water on a pro-rata or othe r
basis which would ration California's earlier uses against subsequent
Central Arizona Project diversions .

It is apparent that one of the main difficulties stems from the fac t
that the Colorado River is legally over-allocated . Legal apportionment
between the basins under the Colorado River Compact and under contrac t
allocation among the states places an ultimate draft upon the Colorado o f
7 . 5 million acre feet for the upper basin and 7 . 5 million acre feet for th e
lower basin . To this must be added 1 .5 million acre feet for Mexico unde r
the 1944 treaty, and about 1 million acre feet a year of river losses fro m
evaporation and other causes from Hoover Dam to the international boundary .
This totals 17 .5 million acre feet which is to be contrasted to the averag e
annual flow of the river, which is now computed at about 13 to 15 millio n
acre feet a year . Thus, over-apportionment of the River creates lega l
expectations to a basic resource which nature is unable to provide in full .
You cannot cut a pie in 4 pieces and give 6 persons a legal "entitlement" t o
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a piece of pie without repercussions and a pie throwing contest .

The revised Pacific-Southwest Water Plan never really got off the
ground and the Central Arizona Project Bill failed to get out of committe e
in the eighty-eighth session of Congress .

LOWER COLORADO RIVER BASIN PROJEC T

Arizona and California, realizing the impending inadequacy of th e
Colorado River to supply even legal allocations of that river's water among
the seven basin states, agreed to cease fighting over shortages and to see k
augmentation of the river by importing water from outside sources . With
the assistance of the administration, a compromise was worked out whic h
was embodied in H .R . 4671, and similar Lower Colorado River Basin bills ,
and introduced in the eighty-ninth Congress by the three Congressmen fro m
Arizona and thirty-four of the thirty-eight California House members . Thi s
compromise was called the Lower Colorado River Basin Project because i t
eliminated all of the California features of the revised Pacific-Southwes t
Water Plan.

H .R . 4671 authorized the Central Arizona Project and Bridge an d
Marble Canyon Dams . On the crucial issue of the method of rationin g
future shortages of Colorado River water, Arizona agreed in exchange fo r
California's support of the Central Arizona Project to a priority for existin g
California uses of Colorado River water to the extent of California's lega l
allocation of 4 .4 million acre feet per year . This inchoate priority in favor
of California would last under H .R . 4671 until the President proclaime d
that works have been completed which are capable of delivering annually no t
less than 2 . 5 million acre feet of water (the amount to be delivered t o
Mexico plus river losses) into the Colorado River from sources outside th e
natural drainage area of that river . The Secretary of the Interior would be
directed by H .R . 4671 to investigate alternative sources of supply and
within three years to recommend to the President and Congress initia l
projects capable of delivering annually not less than 2 .5 million acre feet
into the Colorado River below Lee Ferry from outside sources . This 2 . 5
million acre feet figure was later raised to 8 . 5 million acre feet in the bill .

Thus the essence of the compromise was that California woul d
support the Central Arizona Project, Arizona would agree to a priority fo r
California's uses to the extent of 4 .4 million acre feet a year, and bot h
states would seek augmentation of the river from outside sources . That is ,
both states would seek passage of H.R . 4671 which would provide eventually
for augmentation of the Colorado River from outside sources --- namely
the Pacific Northwest .



Although the Central Arizona Project is feasible from a standpoin t
of water supply until about 1990 (primarily because upper basin develop-
ments are as yet uncompleted), California was not about to support thi s
Project without assurances that the river would be augmented . Political
realities and the substantial lag time in planning and development of federa l
water projects led California to support the Central Arizona Project onl y
in connection with assured augmentation of the Colorado River . Although
the pressure for water diversion would undoubtedly have come eventually ,
it was triggered by a political compromise which sought to solve the pro-
blem of legal over-apportionment of the Colorado River .

Thus diversion is a technique to (1) meet the Mexican Treat y
obligation from Northwest water rather than Colorado River water, (2) t o
make the Central Arizona Project possible in the long run from the stand -
point of an adequate water supply, and (3) to insure that the Colorado Rive r
Aqueduct and the All American Canal into California would continue to run
full of Colorado River water . Although H .R . 4671 merely directed the
Secretary of the Interior to report within three years to Congress on th e
feasibility of specific projects to augment the Colorado, it is clear that in
practical terms passage of H .R . 4671 would commit Congress to late r
authorization of such projects . It is hardly conceivable that Congress woul d
authorize the billion dollar Central Arizona Project to divert Colorado Rive r
water without the firm expectation that its canals would be filled with wate r
over the pay-out period of the Project .

The compromise agreement embodied in H .R . 4671 was shaken
during 1965 by three factors : (1) the increasing resistance of Northwest
political leaders to the exportation of water from their region ; (2) a con-
servationist campaign against further dams in the Colorado River whic h
won a major concession from the Johnson administration when the Bureau
of the Budget recommended that authorization of Bridge Canyon Dam b e
deferred pending study by a national water commission; and (3) concern i n
Colorado and neighboring states that construction of the Central Arizon a
Project might prejudice upper basin water use expansion .

To prevent the Bureau of Reclamation from proceeding on its own
with studies of Northwest diversion, Senator Jackson of Washington spon-
sored an amendment to the Water Project Recreation Act of 1965 whic h
forbids the preparation of any feasibility report under reclamation law b y
the Department of the Interior or its agencies unless the report has bee n
specifically authorized by Congress . In a major address at Antioch ,
California on November 5, 1965, Senator Jackson, Chairman of the Senat e
Interior Committee, questioned the following arguments of diversio n
proponents : (1) only a small amount of water is wanted ; (2) only water tha t
the Northwest does not need will be taken ; (3) water will be taken below
Bonneville Dam where its loss will not hurt Northwest uses ; and (4)
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guarantees can be written to protect the Northwest's future needs by cutting
off diversion . This sort of questioning is illustrative of concern in the
Northwest over the effects of diversion upon the future economy of the
Northwest and the validity of inter-regional diversion in terms of nationa l
policy .

The conservationists launched a campaign against construction o f
Bridge and Marble Canyon Dams in the Grand Canyon area . Bridge Canyon
Dam would back up the Colorado River for 93 miles, raising the water leve l
throughout the Grand Canyon National Monument and for thirteen miles i n
the Grand Canyon National Park . This would, argued conservationists ,
destroy the living river and impair forever one of the wonders of the world .

The arguments of the conservationists were partly utilitarian . The
dams have a financial more than an engineering relationship to the Centra l
Arizona Project . The sole functions of the dams would be to generate
electricity, part o£ which would be used to pump water from Lake Havasu,
far downstream on the Colorado River; through canals into central Arizona .
The rest of the electricity would be sold on the market to help return th e
reimbursable costs of the project . Water in the reservoir behind the dam s
would not be diverted for irrigation nor control flooding . In fact, the powe r
dams would cause a loss of water through reservoir evaporation and seepage .
Further, the dams, priced at $750 million, would exceed the $526 million
cost of the functional part of the project, i . e . , the Central Arizona diversio n
unit. The dams would have to pay for themselves before they could begi n
to pay for the diversion unit . Even if it is conceded that irrigation shoul d
be subsidized under reclamation law as it has been in the past with powe r
revenues "incident to the river, " there are ways, argued conservationists ,
to supply Arizona farmers with water and to obtain power to pump thi s
water --- other than through expensive scenery-impairing dams .

The elimination of Bridge Canyon Dam by the administration wa s
in large part fatal to the scheme of H .R . 4671 to finance the diversion of
Northwest water to augment the Colorado River through the use of surplu s
power revenues in a development fund . Marble Dam alone would provide
insufficient power revenues to help materially in the financing of a large -
scale water diversion project . Therefore, deferment of Bridge Da m
jeopardized the California-Arizona compromise which was bottomed upo n
augmentation of the Colorado River by Northwest diversion .

Conservationists were successful in their opposition to the "cash
register" dams in the Grand Canyon, as mail poured in from all over th e
country complaining to Congressmen . This opposition was instrumental
in the failure of H .R . 4671 in the eighty-ninth Congress .

Because the Central Arizona Project and the accompanying wate r
diversion scheme which would make this Project feasible from the stand -
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point of water supply have been conceived of as giant reclamation projects, i t
is pertinent to summarize several points about such projects . Certain
costs, such as those attributable to navigation and flood control, are no t
reimbursable to the federal government in a reclamation project . Othe r
costs such as those attributable to irrigation, power and municipal water ,
are repaid to the federal treasury as reimbursable costs . However, con-
struction costs allocable to irrigation are repaid over a fifty-year perio d
to the federal government without interest . In the Central Arizona Project ,
for example, fifty percent of the cost would be allocated to irrigation, an d
thus non-interest bearing . This is, of course, a substantial subsidy to
irrigation . Pricing of water under the Central Arizona Project was esti-
mated at ten dollars an acre foot for irrigation water and fifty dollars a n
acre foot for municipal and industrial water . Fifty to seventy percent o f
the water diverted in the Central Arizona Project would be sold at thi s
subsidized price level to irrigators .

These figures are pertinent to those concerned with water diversion
because such diversion would augment the Colorado River, thereby making
the Central Arizona Project feasible . Further, water made available by
a diversion would be sold at the same price level under the terms of H. R .
4671 as though the water was available naturally in the Colorado River .

At the close of the 89th session of Congress in the fall of 196 6
there was considerable political dealing and frantic action in an effort t o
get H.R . 4671 onto the House floor . For example : (1) Texas and Kansa s
wanted to be included in the plans for Northwest water ; (2) certain project s
were added in Colorado and New Mexico in order to gain political support ;
(3) California feared floor amendments which would eliminate its priorit y
of 4 .4 million acre feet, and California therefore began to back-track, a t
least in the eyes of Arizonans, on its commitment to support the Centra l
Arizona Project ; (4) Senator Hayden of Arizona fell seriously ill ; and (5)
the concern of Northwest representatives was manifest over passage of
H.R . 4671 without completion of the ultimate "water needs" studies in th e
Northwest . The upshot was that H .R . 4671 failed to reach the floor of the
House at the end of the 89th Congress .

ACTIVITY IN THE 90th CONGRESS

Although it may be questioned what has remained of the compro-
mise agreement between Arizona and California involved in H .R . 4671 ,
political activity continues in the current session of Congress to arrive at
a satisfactory solution to the water problems of the Southwest .

Arizona has recently passed legislation for a go-it-alone plan fo r
the Central Arizona Project if Congress does not act by December 15, 1967 .
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Arizona's plan would require Federal Power Commission licenses for hydro-
electric darns in the Grand Canyon area, the issuance of which would b e
doubtful . The plan would require revenue bonds issued by Arizona to th e
tune of one billion dollars .

A number of possibilities have been suggested . One is to enlarge
Bridge Canyon Dam, now called Hualapai, for more power capacity, and t o
eliminate Marble Dam. Another is to finance the Central Arizona Projec t
and Northwest diversion from nuclear or steam generating coal plants .
Bills have been introduced duplicating H .R . 4671, except that Marble Da m
has been eliminated and power revenues from Hoover and Glen Canyon Da m
(after their pay-out periods) and from Bridge Dam would be substitute d
therefor . Secretary Udall has suggested a plan which provides for the
Central Arizona Project, defers consideration of Bridge Dam, provides for
financing by coal fueled thermal plants, adds an ad valorum tax in thre e
Arizona irrigation counties of .6 mills, and provides for expansion of th e
Grand Canyon National Park boundaries to include the Marble Dam site .
I am not sufficiently informed to make a prediction on what the 90th Congres s
might do in regard to water diversion and it may be doubted at this dat e
whether anybody knows for sure . Further hearings are scheduled in June ,
1967 .

ISSUES

Inter-regional water diversion raises a number of issues o f
national importance .

One, who should make the feasibility study and recommendation to
Congress? From the viewpoint of the Northwest it is questionable whethe r
the Bureau of Reclamation, which is in the water project business, should
make such a study and recommendation . If a national water commission i s
established it is likely that this commission will have, as a part of it s
responsibilities, the undertaking of such studies in the future .

Two, whether the Mexican treaty burden on the Colorado Rive r
should be considered a national obligation cast upon the nation's taxpayer s
and fulfilled from water from the Northwest .

Three, whether our existing assumptions about the nature of th e
water problem are valid . These assumptions include : there will be littl e
change in the rate of growth or the nature of the economy in the arid wester n
states ; the Southwest needs more water in some absolute sense to accomo-
date its growing economy ; this demand can be properly satisfied only by
developing additional major supplies ; present pricing levels and subsidy
policies for water users will prevail under existing principles of reclamatio n
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law ; water will continue to be allocated among various uses roughly in th e
same proportions as it has been in the past, and that there will be littl e
change in the technology of water use, salvage and conservation . Thes e
far-reaching assumptions have been challenged, especially by economists ,
in recent years .

I will leave this topic for more qualified discussants to explore i n
detail . But, it is apparent that the great need in the Southwest is not s o
much for water as it is for cheap, clean water . The difference is basic .
Diversion will be expensive, the water will not be cheap, and someone mus t
pay the bill . Irrigation requires cheap water because it produces com-
paratively little economic value per unit of water . An alternative to heavy
federal investment in diversion is to permit the market to shift some use o f
water from agriculture to higher valued municipal and industrial uses . It
is difficult to appreciate the dominant fact that for the first time in thi s
country the volume of consumptive water use in the arid regions ha s
approached or exceeded the potential supply . Appealing as the plea is to
"rescue" Arizona by supplying irrigation water to help sustain agriculture ,
a basic issue remains whether or not it is in the national interest to permit
a shifting of the economy of the Southwest to higher valued water uses con-
sistent with the emerging social changes of that region, which includ e
urbanization and industrialization .

Only the most heroic diversion schemes can prevent compulsory
choices among alternative uses for a given supply . Without new sources o f
low cost water, ways must be found of supporting more people with a give n
quantity of water if the growth of the western states is to be accommodated .
This means that a pattern of water use dominated by irrigation must yiel d
somewhat to commercial and industrial uses which can provide more in -
come and employment .

Four, whether the institutional arrangements of reclamation la w
and its system of subsidies, designed originally to "Win the West, " shoul d
continue to serve as a basis for inter-regional water diversion in the West .

Five, whether the alternatives to diversion and the possibility o f
technological breakthroughs, such as weather modification --- conservatio n
techniques such as the lining of canals --- and the recycling of water, and
the restructuring of water pricing, should be given greater emphasis .

The efficiency of irrigation practices is a crucial point becaus e
ten times as much water is withdrawn for irrigation in the Southwest a s
for all other uses combined . Only a twenty percent improvement in irri -
gation efficiency would produce the amount of water of a substantial North -
west diversion . Consideration of alternatives is important becaus e
diversion involves a commitment to a long term investment of physica l
inflexibility and irrevocability .
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Six, what role should a state play in the legal protection and conser-
vation of its own resources before it seeks federal assistance to augmen t
these resources? In Arizona about three-fourths of the water supply in the
past has come from underground sources . And yet Arizona has a poo r
history in regard to legislative efforts to control this important resource i n
the public interest . Acres of land are being taken out of irrigation i n
Arizona because of the rapidly declining water table and the resulting in -
creased costs of pumping . Arizona has followed a practice since Worl d
War II of the deliberate exploitation of underground water, which is a
slowly renewable resource . A discussion of the inadequate legislativ e
efforts in Arizona to protect this resource is well documented in a book b y
Mann, entitled The Politics of Water in Arizona. Certainly Congres s
should expect the enactment of an effective ground water code in any state ,
and proper enforcement, before authorization of a "rescue" water project .

Seven, how should the Northwest as the area of origin be protecte d
in its future economic development which depends upon water? The state s
in the Northwest have perhaps become bogged down in efforts to determin e
"ultimate water needs ." These studies must rely upon projections whic h
can only guess at technological and institutional changes in the far future .
For some purposes the Northwest may have no surplus water now --- fo r
example, for the use of hydroelectric power production . Although protection -
ism seems to be assumed politically, it may be questioned whether protec-
tionism is justified, because it serves as an impediment to the free flow o f
natural resources . However, if long range water diversion is to be sub-
sidized by those who purchase power, by the nation's taxpayers, or in othe r
ways, protectionism may be useful as a "brake ." Basic questions include ,
what interests in the Northwest should be protected and how, and who shoul d
decide when "protection" should be applied, and how should the vali d
expectations and investments of those who receive water be preserve d
against the invocation of "protections . "

Certainly an inter-regional water diversion project cannot be buil t
under the assumption that the area of origin can recapture the water b y
simply asserting a need . This seems to be what H .R . 4671 contemplated
because it provided that the area of origin would have a "prior right i n
perpetuity" to the water . However, to me, this is not an operational concept .
It appears more as a "sop" to the Northwest . The governor of Washington o r
of Oregon could hardly pick up the phone and call the President of the Unite d
States and expect to have the water turned off upon demand . H .R . 467 1
provided no legal mechanism for the assertion of a "prior right in perpetuity . "

H .R . 4671 provided for financial protection of the area of origi n
through the use of development fund monies to offset incremental costs o f
future projects in the Northwest caused by water diversion . This also may
be questioned as an operational concept . For example, what legal entit y
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represents the area of origin, and who decides what the costs of develop-
ment in the Northwest might be for water projects assuming no diversio n
had taken place? How can such costs be determined? Further, even i f
such questions could be hurdled, to whom are development fund monies to
be paid? There is no guarantee to the area of origin that any monies wil l
even exist in the development fund . Another point is that H .R . 467 1
specifically protects only those interests in the Northwest which are re-
flected in developing future water supplies for sale . It may be that the real
question for the Northwest will not be in terms of water supply or its cos t
of development but rather in terms of power and its costs, because wate r
diversion would consume a massive amount of power for project pumping .

These broad questions simply point up the complexity of the "pro-
tection of area of origin" concept, which up to now is little more than a n
idea. Even the area of origin has not been defined geographically o r
politically . It may be suggested that a proper approach, if protectionis m
is to be invoked, is to deal with it in contractual terms with specific pro -
visions in each water delivery contract, rather than with sweepin g
generalizations .

The above questions are merely samples of a broad range o f
complex issues posed by long-range water diversion .
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Presented April 20, 1967 by HERBERT H . STOEVENER, Assistant Professo r
of Agricultural Economics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon .

74 &oso0de¢ 4Weep Mew**

D uring previous seminars of this series, Professor Tinney outlined th e
broad issues involved in a Northwest-Southwest water transfer . Pro-

fessor Klingeman reviewed the various engineering plans which have bee n
proposed to implement the water transfer . Certainly a number of alter -
native engineering plans appear to be feasible from a technical viewpoint .
Professor Clark reviewed the history of the current water shortage in th e
Southwestern United States and the current political and legal status of th e
transfer problem . He concluded that while legal problems are numerous ,
they are not insurmountable and are mostly of a routine nature . All pre-
vious speakers have alluded to some of the economic problems involved.
These are the subject of today's discussion .

Our orientation in this discussion shall be from the viewpoint o f
the national economy . We shall view the problem in terms of an analysi s
of a public investment . To evaluate whether or not such an investment i s
in the public interest, it is necessary first of all that the benefits receive d
from the investment exceed the level of the expenditures involved .

Let us assume that the various alternative engineering plans fo r
a. water transfer from the Northwestern to the Southwestern United State s
have been studied in sufficient detail to permit the selection of the least -
cost alternative among them . We shall return to a discussion of thes e
costs later . First, let us focus on the benefits to be received from such
an investment .

Previous speakers have already made the point that by far th e
largest water user in the Southwest is irrigated agriculture . This point in
itself would not be very significant if it were not for the fact that agricul-
tural water use would be the first to cease if costs of water would increase .
Also, expansions in agricultural water use and irrigated acreage ar e
dependent upon a low-cost water supply . If the marginal user consume s
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large quantities of the available water supply then this also means that in-
creased water requirements by higher-value uses, such as industries an d
municipalities, could readily be fulfilled by having the latter uses bid wate r
away from agricultlure . Table 1 gives some indication of the competitiv e
ability of various uses in bidding for water .

Table 1 . Personal Income per Acre-Foot of Water Intake
in Arizona and California, Selected Use s

Use

	

Dollar	 per Acre Foot

Arizona)

	

California b/

Food and Feed grains

	

1 4
Forage Crops

	

1 8
Intensive Crops

	

80
Trade, Trans ., and Services

	

60, 76 1
Manufacturing

	

82, 30 1
Cotton

	

76
Other agricultural products

	

10 0
Fabricated metal products

	

231, 00 0
Machinery (except electrical)

	

208, 00 0

a/ Taken from Young, Robert A . and William E . Martin,
"The Economics of Arizona's Water Problem, " i n
Arizona Review, March 1967, p . 10 .

b/ Taken from Lofting, E . M . and P. H . McGauhey ,
"Economic Evaluation of Water, Part III : An Inter -
industry Analysis of the California Water Economy, "
Contribution No . 67, Water Resources Center, Schoo l
of Public Health, University of California at Berkeley ,
1963, p . 36 .

It would be fallacious to interpret the numbers in Table 1 a s
values of water in the various uses . They were derived by dividing the net
income received in the various economic activities by the number of acre -
feet of water used in these activities . Net income received represents th e
payments made in the form of wages, salaries, interest, profits and rent .
The numbers in Table 1 are sometimes called "income generating capacity .
This term may be misleading as it may imply a causal relationship be-
tween the quantity of water used and income generated . These number s
are used here simply to illustrate that if higher costs of water were t o
obtain, some economic activities would be able to sustain this additiona l
claim upon net incomes more readily than other types of economic activity .
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PRIMARY BENEFIT S

To focus more upon the value of water, let us turn to a stud y
recently completed in Arizona .' This study analyzed in some detail th e
economics of the Central Arizona Project . As previous speakers, especially
Professor Clark, have indicated, the Central Arizona Project occupies an
important role in the problem under discussion . Therefore, let us turn to
a development of the value estimate for water in agriculture as it has bee n
derived in this study .

Young and Martin developed budgets for a typical central Arizona
farm based on a survey of 600 farmers in the area . Perhaps the most
relevant of their budgets is the one developed for farms located in existin g
irrigation districts, where the costs of distributing the water would b e
lowest because distribution systems are already existent . Also on thes e
farms it would not be necessary to maintain an investment in facilities for
pumping from unde'rground sources . The latter would be the case on thos e
farms where Central Arizona Project water is used to supplement ground
water pumping .

The value of production on this farm is $170, 000 . The farm con-
tains 700 acres of cropland, therefore the value of production per acre of
cropland is $243 . If the annual water consumption is 4 acre-feet/acre ,
then the value of production per acre-foot of water is $61 . Young and
Martin estimate that $32 are required to meet cash expenses and depreciation
per acre-foot of water applied under these conditions . Subtracting thes e
costs from the value of production per acre-foot of water leaves $29 pe r
acre-foot of water . This sum of $29 is available for interest payments on
the investment in land and improvements, for compensation for management
services provided by the farmer, and for payment for the water .

If the investment amounts to $500 per acre, interest costs per
acre-foot of water applied are $6 .25, using a 5% rate of interest . Costs of
another $3 .05 per acre-foot need to be considered if farmers are to ear n
5% of gross return for their management input . Subtracting these approxi-
mately $9 from the $29 derived earlier, leaves $20 which would be th e
maximum amount available to farmers to pay for an acre-foot of water under
these circumstances .

It would be irresponsible to leave this final estimate without a
caveat . Such an estimate is subject to two types of related limitations .

The first one results from the method of residual imputation use d
to derive the final estimate . As was apparent from the above calculation s

'Young, Robert A . and William E . Martin, oj. cit .
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the result is very much subject to the valuation of the farm's output and o f
all inputs used on the farm other than water . It is implied that these othe r
resources are valued according to their marginal value productivity, ye t
the empirical procedures used in the valuation of at least some inputs ar e
largely arbitrary . Calculation of capital and management costs above ampl y
illustrate this point .

The other limitation relates to the assumptions made about the
technical conditions of production and price relationships . It appears that
the price of cotton is an especially important variable in this analysis . The
above calculations were made assuming the current supported price o f
cotton at 32 cents per pound of lint . Young and Martin suggest that due to
the competition from synthetic fibers and imported cotton the long-ru n
equilibrium price for cotton will more nearly be 25 cents per pound of lint .

It is impossible here to reconstruct the above budget using th e
lower cotton price, but it is possible to indicate in a general way the mag-
nitude of the change in the final estimate . Cotton is by far the most profitable
crop grown in the area . When only cotton is grown, the figure corresponding
to the $29 developed above is $54 . 83 using the cotton support price an d
$33 .69 when cotton is priced at 25 cents per pound . Furthermore, the
corresponding values for growing barley, alfalfa, and grain sorghum ar e
$19 .11, $13 .28, and $18 .53, respectively .2 A. $20 charge for water woul d
exceed the amount available for such a payment from these crops, even i f
these crops would contribute nothing to paying the overhead costs on the farm .

Thus the crucial role played by the cotton enterprise on our typica l
farm and by the cotton price in our calculations becomes apparent . Re-
ducing the price of cotton as postulated, reduces the return above variabl e
costs from $54 . 83 to $33 .69 per acre-foot of water used in the cotto n
enterprise . This means a large reduction in funds available on the farm to
pay overhead costs and water charges .

In conclusion, it appears that the value of water on this farm i s
likely to be considerably less than the $20 estimated above when the cotto n
price is assumed to be at a market equilibrium level . To utilize the cotton
support price would be inconsistent with the framework selected for thi s
analysis, namely an evaluation of the benefits from an interregional wate r
transfer from the viewpoint of efficiency in the national economy .

Zlbid. Table 6 .
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SECONDARY BENEFIT S

In addition to the primary or direct benefits discussed, secondar y
or indirect benefits may also occur from a water resource developmen t
project of this kind . Secondary benefits are thought to arise from the econ-
omic activity stimulated by the project . Producers directly benefiting
from the project may purchase supplies or sell their products for process-
ing . In either case, suppliers and processors, as well as other firms and
individuals in the marketing chain, may experience income gains which ar e
registered as secondary benefits . Reportedly, the Bureau of Reclamatio n
in its analysis of the Central Arizona Project estimated these benefits t o
amount to $45 per acre-foot of water . 3

The existence of secondary benefits from water resource develop-
ment projects has been the subject of a considerable amount of controversy .
Generally it has been held by economists that such benefits are negligibl e
from a national viewpoint, if the economy's resources are mobile and full y
employed . While water resource development projects may lead to local
or regional secondary benefits, given a fully employed economy, resource s
will have to be withdrawn from other regions . From a national viewpoint ,
the two effects will counterbalance each other . 4

Questions need to be raised, however, about the realism of the
above assumptions . Especially relevant in this case is the one about ful l
employment. Since World War II, the rate of unemployment in the Unite d
States has been consistently above 4% . Has the prevailing rate of unemploy-
ment been high enough to lead to national secondary benefits from wate r
resource development projects? This empirical question is difficult t o
answer . Krutilla and Haveman have recently studied the magnitude o f
secondary benefits from the construction phase of water resource develop-
ment projects . 5 They concluded that these benefits were large enough to
affect significantly the evaluation of benefits when economic activity is a t
levels which characteristically prevailed in the United States during the
last two decades .

3 Ibid ., p . 16 .

4 See for example : Eckstein, Otto, Water Resource Development, Harvard
University Press, 1961, Cambridge, Mass ., pp . 206 - 212 and

Kimball, N . D . and E . N. Castle, "Secondary Benefits from Irrigation
Project Planning," Technical Bulletin 69, Oregon Agricultural
Experiment Statioan, Corvallis, May 1963 .

5 Haveman, Robert and John V . Krutilla, "Unemployment, Excess Capacity
and Benefit-Cost Analysis," unpublished paper, Resources for the Future ,
Inc ., 1967 .
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7

The investigation of secondary benefits from the operation of water
resource development projects is currently underway by Professor Georg e
Tolley at the University of Chicago . Results of this work are not ye t
available .

It is almost impossible to even speculate about the magnitude o f
national secondary benefits from a proposed Northwest-Southwest wate r
diversion. The less than five dollars used by Young and Martin to reflec t
secondary benefits of the Central Arizona Project to the Arizona economy
are perhaps a guide . 6 If we add five dollars for secondary benefits to th e
amount previously computed for primary benefits, total benefits appear t o
be somewhere in the neighborhood of $20 per acre foot of water used .

COSTS

Water costs in the Central Arizona Project were estimated a t
$25 - $30 per acre-foot. This would not be the amount charged to farmers .
Farmers would pay $10 per acre foot . The difference would be made u p
by charging municipalities and industries $50 per acre foot and by powe r
revenues from Grand Canyon dams if the Central Arizona Project were
undertaken in connection with these . If Arizona were to proceed with th e
Project independently of power developments in the Grand Canyon, stat e
funds would have to be used instead of the power revenues .

Perhaps we could dispense with further discussion of this subjec t
by reference to the evidence so far presented . It appears that costs o f
irrigation development exceed benefits to be derived from them in Arizon a
even when the Colorado River is the source of the irrigation water . But
several additional points need to be made .

First, transport of water from the Columbia to the Colorado Rive r
is not costless . Again, this subject has received very little study, but i t
appears that $30 per acre-foot is a conservative estimate of these costs . ?
Even if some of these costs might substitute for the $25-30 previously
indicated for the Central Arizona Project, the interregional transfer wil l
still lead to substantial additions to water transport costs .

Second, the opportunity costs of water in the Northwest should b e
taken into account . Opportunity costs reflect the benefits foregone whic h

Young, R . A . and W . E . Martin, op . cit . , p . 16 .

Interim Report on Reconnaissance . California Section, Report UMI-2 ,
Bureau of Reclamation, January 1951, United Western Investigation .
U .S . Department of the Interior, Washington, D .C . January 1951 .
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would occur in the absence of a water diversion . The nature of these cost s
depends largely upon the method of the diversion used . Any diversion not
depending upon the creation of additional storage capacity, would affec t
mainly those water uses to which minimum low flows are critical .

It is likely that water use for waste disposal would be one of th e
principal uses to be affected . Of course, water could also be drawn out of
existing storage to compensate for the reduced low flow. The cost would
then be borne by those uses for which this storage was constructed. Alter-
natively, special storage could be constructed . Other water uses could be
left relatively unaffected . While the provision of additional storage capacit y
would have to be added to costs of water transfer, the latter might be
partially offset by associated flood control benefits in the Northwest .

U.S . MEXICAN TREAT Y

Professor, Clark discussed the 1944 treaty between the United State s
and Mexico, on the basis of which Mexico expects to receive 1 .5 million '
acre-feet of Colorado River water annually . Given the over-appropriatio n
of the average annual flow of the Colorado, the United States' obligation t o
Mexico provides a . central argument for an interregional water transfer .

While it may be interesting from a legal point of view to argue
whether the treaty obligation commits the United States, or merely the
Colorado River Basin, to the water exportation, it appears that this argu-
ment is less relevant from the point of view of national economic policy .
Even if we accept the treaty obligation as a commitment of the United States '
resources instead of those of the Colorado River Basin only, this shoul d
not be used as prima facie evidence for a water importation into the Basin .
In the interest of national economic efficiency, it is necessary to seek th e
least-cost method for fulfilling this commitment . In this search, one would
also look at the costs of providing the 1 .5 million acre-feet out of Colorado
River water .

UNCERTAINTY AND REGIONAL GROWT H

There are two additional points which need to be made and whic h
are not as readily treated in the efficiency framework outlined above .
These relate to uncertainty and regional economic growth .

The uncertainty with which we appraise future benefits and cost s
of an interregional water transfer stems mainly from two sources :
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changes in technology and changes in consumer preferences .

The future production possibilities for food and fiber are uncertain .
Those who argue that agricultural land has to be brought into production
through the application of irrigation water to feed an increasing world
population assume away the possibility of expanding agricultural productio n
in tropical regions, regions which in their natural state are the mos t
efficient producers of plant materials on earth . They also assume that no
technological developments will occur which will increase the contributio n
of the oceans to the fulfillment of food requirements . Given the renewed
interest in research and development of the marine environment, exem-
plified in this country by instituting a system of "sea-grant universities, "
it is not unreasonable to expect some technological breakthroughs in thi s
area . Similarly, technological developments are underway in the pro-
duction of substitutes for another principal product of an interregiona l
water transfer, namely hydroelectric power .

Future consumption preferences are also uncertain . Important
here is the possibility that with increasing urbanization and industrializatio n
of mans environment on the one hand, he will value more and more highl y
those parts of his environment which will remain in a more nearly natura l
state .

FLEXIBILITY NEEDED

Given these uncertainties about future production possibilitie s
and consumer demands, a strategy for resource use planning suggest s
itself which is flexible and allows for adjustments in resource use to tak e
place when changes in technology and consumer preferences occur . Such
a strategy may not be without some costs, but these may be looked upon a s
insurance premiums for protection against the event of having resource s
irrevocably committed to a use which in the future might have been serve d
better in some other manner . The type of long-term commitment o f
resources, as would be required for a Northwest-Southwest water diversio n
does not rank very high on the scale for maintaining flexibility in resourc e
use .

Regional economic development is often cited as an objective fo r
public investment in natural resource development . Spokesmen for th e
Southwest indicate a need for the development of additional water supplies ,
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if the region's economic growth rate is to be maintained .

While the availability of low-cost water supplies would be conduciv e
to the region's growth, especially of its agricultural sector, the benefits o f
this growth must be questioned from the viewpoint of national economi c
efficiency . From the latter point of view, the principal reason for invest-
ment for regional growth stems from the existence of excess capacity in the
region . Excess capacity makes possible an expansion of production at de -
alining costs . But it is questionable that underemployed resources ar e
more characteristic of the Southwest than of the United States in general .

The Southwest is one of the most rapidly growing regions of th e
country . It appears that in some areas of this region, the concentration o f
population and economic activity has become so high as to lead to steepl y
rising social costs of transportation and waste disposal, for example .

Other nations have found it necessary to employ very direc t
measures to control the concentration of population and economic activity .
For instance, only 15% of industrial building permits were issued for th e
Paris region in France in 1961 compared to 35% a decade earlier . Simila r
steps have been taken in Great Britain, Belgium, and Norway . 8 It might
be fruitful also in the United States to give more emphasis to the evaluatio n
of the differential impact of the expenditure of public funds upon regions o f
different economic characteristics .

THE REGIONAL VIEWPOIN T

After the above discussion, one might wonder why the sentimen t
in the Southwest appears to be so strong for a water transfer and, indeed ,
why the concern in the Northwest against such a transfer appears to b e
greater than could readily be explained by the reaction against a publi c
investment which at this early state of investigation seems to be of doubt-
ful economic merit . These sentiments must be explained by the regiona l
points of view taken by these two areas . Such regionalism is quite different
from the national viewpoint with which we have been concerned up to now .

The first reason for such a regional point of view stems from the
existence of regional secondary benefits . These benefits are likely to b e
much higher than the level of these benefits which could justifiably be in-
cluded among those enumerated for purposes of benefit-cost analysis fro m
the standpoint of efficiency in the national economy .

8 Chamberlain, N . W ., Private and Public Planning, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1965, pp . 103-104 .
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Even if we assume a state of the economy in which these benefit s
would not exist from the standpoint of the nation as a whole, they may b e
relevant to a region . While economic gains of the region in question may
be offset by corresponding losses elsewhere in the economy, the latte r
effect is external to the region and is irrelevant to its own benefit-cos t
calculus . Thus we may have a situation where because of differences i n
the evaluation of secondary benefits the nation and a region may come t o
different conclusions about the economic desirability of a project .

Another reason for divergences between the national and regional
viewpoints arises from what has been called the "evaluation-reimbursemen t
dichotomy ."' This refers to the practice of divorcing economic evaluatio n
from considerations of reimbursement policy . We are dealing in this cas e
with benefits which are enumerated in national benefit-cost analysis . It
appears that the arguments in support of such a practice can be categorize d
as follows :

Under certain circumstances, it may be argued that it would b e
inappropriate to insist upon reimbursement of project costs by projec t
beneficiaries . This argument is relevant when the primary purpose of th e
public investment is to redistribute incomes toward the direct beneficiarie s
of the project . While water resource development projects generally hav e
income redistributive effects, their relative effectiveness must be questioned
when they are employed as tools primarily for this purpose .

Probably the most valid argument against insisting upon reimburse-
ment generally is that a reimbursement policy may be impossible to imple-
ment under certain conditions . These conditions result from the existenc e
of what Bator calls technical and public goods externalities . l° Indivisibilitie s
in production lead to technical externalities . In this case marginal cos t
pricing (charging beneficiaries for the costs which they incur) would no t
permit recovering the full costs of the project . Public goods externalitie s
arise when the amount consumed by one individual has no effect upon th e
quantity left for consumption by others .

Charges made for such a good not only misallocate consumption ,
but also have no implication for efficient production. While it appears that
in the water resources development field technical externalities are generall y
of more concern than public goods externalities, neither one of the two type s
seems to be very central to the problem under discussion here .

9 Krutilla, John V ., "Is Public Intervention in Water Resources Develop-
ment Conducive to Economic Efficiency?" Reprint Number 56, Re -
sources for the Future, Inc ., Washington, D . C . January 1966 .

10Bator, F .N ., "The Anatomy of Market Failure, " Quarterly Journal of
Economics, Vol . 72, August 1958, pp . 365-371 .
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The final argument against reimbursement grows out of a propo-
sition in welfare economics which states that an action leads to an improve-
ment in efficiency if those gaining from it would be sufficiently better off to
be able to compensate those made worse' off by the action . Whether or no t
compensation actually takes place is considered to be a question of incom e
distribution and not relevant for efficiency analysis . This argument might
be categorized by the term "unnecessary . "

The fact which needs to be taken into account, however, is tha t
failure to insist upon compensation has important efficiency implications i n
itself . The good or service when made available below cost will be de-
manded not only by those able to pay the compensation but by all those wh o
value it more highly than the price at which it is actually obtainable to them.

This means an increase in use of the good or service, an increase
in the use of other inputs with which the former is combined in production ,
an increase in the product produced by it, and corresponding decreases i n
the production of goods from which the factors of production have bee n
withdrawn . In addition to those gaining from regional secondary benefits ,
those interests benefiting by being able to obtain goods and services a t
prices lower than they would be willing to pay for them, explain the intens e
economic regionalism surrounding this issue of Northwest-Southwest wate r
transfer .
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Presented April 27, 1967 by ROY F . BESSEY, Planning Consultant ,
Portland, Oregon .

Pu4tccae9Catiaxa

T he proposed diversion of Columbia River water to the Pacific Southwes t
raises political issues and problems of great magnitude and complexity

and of local, regional, national, and even international implications .
" Politics" is involved broadly and deeply in the origins, the handling an d
the disposition of the main and many subsidiary issues . Those issues go
to the substance of the diversion proposal, so that the political view must
bring in much of the physical, economic and social character, content, an d
relationships of the proposal . Thus, the limits to what may be considere d
as the political aspects are inherently wide and elastic .

In view of the breadth of the political angle, and of the volumes o f
fact and opinion as well as the relatively brief compass of this presentation ,
it seems practicable to do little more than highlight salient points at issu e
and put them into some kind of regional, interregional, and nationa l
perspective .

THE "POLITICS" OF DIVERSION

"Politics" is properly and advantageously considered in its broa d
sense . Its interests reach into the whole complex of relations of men ,
society and government, and of purposes, goals, ethics, and controls in
this connection . Relevant also are the concerns of politics with individuals ,
groups and interests, with policy and its formation, and with governmental
organization and management .

If one thinks -- as seems proper -- in terms of "political economy, "
the range of consideration is widened still further : to policies and actions
for the creation and protection of wealth, to the economics of governmenta l
actions, and to political and economic relations generally .
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Representative political scientists see the scope of politics as in-
cluding the activity -- negotiation, argument, discussion, leadership ,
organization, persuasion, regulation, enforcement -- by which an issue i s
agitated or settled .' The purpose, obviously, is to solve public issue s
through the science, the art, and the practice of politics .

Seen in the light of such semantical assumptions, the propose d
Northwest - Southwest diversion is loaded with political considerations :

The significant issues involve many political force s
and, ultimately, political deci cinng _ The forces her e
are not partisan in the political party sense -- at leas t
not at present or in very significant degree . The align-
ments are primarily geographic -- essentially those o f
region versus region.

The planning for the suggested water transfer is ,
thus far, only embryonic ; it is notably lacking in sup-
porting engineering and economic investigation and
analysis . Moreover, it is still highly unilateral - -
oriented to the needs and desires of the prospectively
importing region . Yet a strong movement has bee n
directed toward bringing about a diversion of water fro m
the Pacific Northwest .

Besides those of the two regions there are other more or les s
significant alignments of opposing interests in Southwest conservation an d
development . Park, recreation and related interests oppose power and
irrigation development in the interest of scenery and wilderness ; they favor
thermal over hydro power and wild-area over mass recreation for pro -
tectionist reasons .

In the region-against-region alignment -- Southwest versus
Northwest -- the array of political strength is heavily weighted in favor of
the former because of its greater population, legislative representation ,
and general economic and political power . However, the full array include s
also a number of forces of national and ideological character, such a s
those working in the field of comprehensive and well balanced conservation ,
development and utilization of national resources . Also relevant in the
working of a system of countervailing political power should be the weight
of a number of objective investigations and analyses of national and regional
needs, resources, conservation and development .

Comprehensive, coordinated national resources investigations an d
planning may resolve many elements of conflict, but the political decisio n
will be the final integrating and impelling factor . The Northwest-Southwes t
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water transfer is definitely in the decision-making mill, although in a n
early stage of that process . The quality of the decisional product depend s
upon how well the intricate and amorphous interinstitutional and inter -
governmental political machinery works in the assembly and digestion o f
information and opinion on needs, resources, aspirations, goals, plans, an d
alternatives . In this early stage the burden is on the investigations and
planning apparatus, itself not yet well established on an over-all, compre-
hensive, multilateral basis . The question is how effectively it can complete ,
harmonize and organize relevant data and plans and present viable plan s
and alternatives for political decision .

The series of physical, economic and social issues up for consider-
ation poses political problems of great complexity and difficulty in organ-
ization, procedure, and decision-making . Probably the issues might be
outlined most effectively, in this presentation, from three primaril y
geographic points of view, namely as to :

(1) Southwest needs, resources, and related issues .

(2) Pacific Northwest resources, needs, and related issues .

(3) Interregional and national interests and issues .

SOUTHWEST NEEDS, RESOURCES, AND ISSUE S

The general issues in the Southwest might be indicated in term s
of key questions : What are the needs of that region and how may they b e
met? Through the region's own resources primarily? With what conser-
vation measures? With what extraregional assistance in water supply ?
To what extent should the region reorient its rapidly growing economy t o
meet limitations of water supply ?

The origins and background of the development of the Southwes t
water plan e and of the political issues involved can hardly be elaborate d
upon in the space available here . Engelbert has effectively described
the scene in his 1963 paper on the subject .3

The issues were strongly drawn in 1965 and 1966 with the intro-
duction of implementing legislation in the 89th Congress and this discussio n
is based primarily on the Congressional hearings of that period . 4

The Lower Colorado River Basin Act, as proposed in 196 5
through H . R . 4671, would have authorized that project and served related
purposes . 4 The basic purpose was - -
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. . . to provide a program for the further comprehensiv e
development of the water resources of the Lower Colorado
River Basin and for the provision of additional and adequat e
water supplies for use in the Upper as well as the Lowe r
Colorado River Basin . This program is declared to be fo r
the purposes, among others, of regulating the flow of th e
Colorado River, controlling floods, improving navigation ,
providing for the storage and delivery of the waters of th e
Colorado for reclamation of lands, including supplementa l
water supplies, for municipal, industrial and other bene-
ficial purposes, providing for adequate water quality, pro-
viding for basic public outdoor recreation facilities ,
improvement of conditions for fish and wildlife and othe r
beneficial uses, and the generation and sale of hydroelectri c
power as an incident of the foregoing purposes .

The purposes also contemplated development by the Secretary o f
the Interior of a regional water plan to serve as framework under whic h
projects would be developed .

The Bill would have provided for the authorization of the Bridge
Canyon and Marble Canyon dam and power plant projects and of the centra l
Arizona irrigation unit and the southern Nevada water supply unit . It would
have provided for the protection of existing water uses in this connection .
A Colorado-Pacific Regional Water Commission would have been created .

The Secretary of the Interior would have been authorized and
directed to prepare estimates of long range water requirements and uses ,
to investigate sources and methods of supply, including conservatio n
measures and water importation. Initial recommendations and feasibility
analyses were to include projects capable of delivering not less than 2 . 5
million acre-feet annually into the Colorado mainstream . Later amend-
ments to the proposed legislation would have provided for investigation o f
Colorado imports by a National Water Commission as described below
rather than by the Secretary of the Interior . The 2 .5 million acre-foot
import figure was raised to 8 . 5 million .

A tactical retreat was started in early 1967 with the submission o f
a modified Administration proposal and new bills for a central Arizona
project . 5 The initial proposals of this period would omit the two Colorad o
River dams, limit irrigation areas, omit provision for water import study,
and separate the proposal for a National Water Commission. However, it
is apparent that these modified proposals are not altogether acceptable i n
the Southwest and that there will be efforts at amendment in the directio n
of the broader Southwest water plan .
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Essential Issue s

Certainly, in the longer run at least, the essential issues of 196 6
will remain -- on the surface or below -- until the directions of Southwes t
development and resource use are further clarified . Accordingly the dis-
cussion here is based on the issues as they unfolded at that stage .

Concretely, the main interregional issue was the proposed 8 . 5
million acre-foot importation annually to meet Colorado Basin needs . It
might be expected that such proposals would be expanded over time . Further ,
proposals were made during the proceedings for large increases in th e
diversion to meet water needs in high plains areas east of the Colorado
Basin in Texas and Kansas .

Significant questions have been raised under the water impor t
issue : Is there a Southwest water shortage, existing or threatened? I s
normal and desirable development of the region threatened ?

From a Southwest point of view the answers to these questions wer e
presented in the affirmative :

Population and economic growth dictate the continuing
expansion of Southwest water development, including th e
importation of added supplies from outside . The area now
has about 14 million people, largely in southern California ;
there will be nearly 40 million by 2020 if recent trend s
continue .

The arable land area is great and -- with water -- th e
growing season long .

Only 15 million acre-feet of water annually are avail -
able in the Colorado itself for the supply of a vast basin .

Of the Colorado discharge, 1 .5 million acre-feet are
allocated to Mexico under treaty with that country . Many
people of the Basin in the United States consider thi s
allocation and its cost a national rather than a regiona l
obligation .

Import needs were estimated at 8 .5 million acre -
feet as of 1990 in the plan as submitted in 1966 . Some
saw escalating needs, perhaps to the order of 20 millio n
in half a century . In addition, the Texas and Kansa s
interests, perhaps hearing a bandwagon, expressed in-
terest in additional large diversions to augment supplie s
in basins east of the Colorado .
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In contrast to Colorado Basin deficiencies, the argument
goes, the Columbia has "water wasting to the sea . "

Some question was raised as to the use of all of the water resource s
of the Colorado Basin states -- California having a surplus of some kind in
its northern section, which is outside of the Southwest project area . The
total yield of California streams is said to be about 70 million acre-feet
annually, and a theoretical surplus above foreseeable uses has been
estimated at about 20 million . One estimate was that about 9 million acre -
feet might feasibly be diverted from north to south. Thus, California might
be considered as standing on both sides of the import-export issue . However ,
no great pressure was evident in the hearings for a northern Californi a
diversion ; the larger Columbia plum was eyed more obviously .

In short, the Southwest view of the import issue is that that regio n
has a vast population and market situation coming up, that the region wit h
its warm climate will continue to attract people, agricultural and industria l
activity, and that the extraordinary growth trend will continue, but that th e
water supply is severely restricted . On the other hand the view is that th e
Pacific Northwest faces a more limited growth, it has shorter growing
seasons and more water than it can use .

Beyond this greatly simplified statement of the main issue, som e
related issues may be noted : Should the Southwest carry out development
with its own water, used effectively in conjunction with all feasible conser-
vation measures? Should it discourage development beyond such capabilities ?
Alternatively, should it encourage a continued surge in population growth ,
agricultural expansion, and industrial location, importing water from out -
side to cover -- bringing a mountain to Mahomet, as it were, rather tha n
the reverse ?

As quid pro quo, the Southwest would offer "protection" for the
region of origin . The economic costs of diversion would be covered . One
proposal to this end was that water would be withdrawn from the Columbi a
only after it had passed the last dam and power plant at Bonneville and
reached tidewater . The practicality of the proposal andthe value of th e
commitment were questioned by Pacific Northwest spokesmen : Could one
Congress obligate a future Congress? Might not the Southwest, under the
pressures of internal growth seek in the future to exercise its greate r
political power to influence people, groups, states, and the Congress in
favor of amendment ?

The issue of the mode of study of interregional diversion has been
debated with some shift of plan in that regard . First, in 1965, the study
would have been carried out by the Department of the Interior as part o f
the project development . Second, in 1966, this proposal was modified by
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placing the study under an independent National Water Commission with a
nationwide mandate, which Commission however would have been directed
to accord first priority to the Colorado Basin import phase . Thirdly, i n
1967, the National Water Commission would be created by a separate legis-
lative act (as already passed by the Senate), without a designated priority
for the Northwest - Southwest diversion study .

Appointed by Presiden t

The National Water Commission Act would "provide for a compre-
hensive review of national water resources and programs . . . " through a
seven-man Commission appointed by the President . 617 The Commission
would - -

. . .(l)review present and anticipated national wate r
resource problems, making such projections of water re-
quirements as may be necessary and identifying alternativ e
ways of meeting these requirements -- giving consider-
ation, among other things, to conservation and mor e
efficient use of existing supplies, increased usability b y
reduction of pollution, innovations to encourage the
highest economic use of water, interbasin transfers, and
technological advances such as desalting and waste wate r
purification and reuse ; (2) consider economic and social
consequences of water resource development, including ,
for example, the impact of water resource development on
regional economic growth, on institutional arrangements ,
and on esthetic values affecting the quality of life of the
American people ; and (3) advise on such specific wate r
resource matters as may be referred to it by the Presiden t
and the Water Resources Council .

The Commission would consult with the existing Water Resource s
Council . It would use, to the extent practicable, the services of federal
water resource agencies . It would report to the President, with the Council
submitting its views on the Commission reports, and in turn the Presiden t
would transmit the final report to the Congress together with his comment s
and recommendations for legislation . The Commission would be terminate d
not later than five years from the effective date of the Act .

The issue of water conservation and technology and their contri-
bution to the meeting of Southwest water needs logically had considerabl e
attention. It was argued, generally by people from outside of that area ,
that regional needs might well be met, at least in large part, by suc h
measures as these :

More efficient water management . Economies in
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water withdrawal and use for irrigation, for municipa l
and industrial water supplies, for power production . A
greater application of recycling of water .

Extended controls of seepage, evaporation and
transpiration, including measures for mitigating losse s
in reservoirs and channels, suppression of water-
consuming types of vegetation .

Reduction of water use, particularly in irrigation ,
through increase in price .

Development of effective weather modification
practices .

Desalination of water -- sea and inland.

The excellence and the necessity of such measures were widel y
conceded . Regionally, the potential benefits were considered to be large ,
but the savings alone far from enough to meet the degree of expansion o f
water need seen in the Southwest .

There was less recognition of the need of balance in the use o f
such measures, as well as of the intricate technological and economi c
problems involved . For example, the use of too little water in irrigatio n
would bring its own problems -- as of salt deposition and disposal, throug h
lack of "flushing" capacity . The uses of desalination may also be limited,
by high pumping and transmission costs, to areas relatively near th e
Pacific and Gulf coasts . Desalination of interior waters will involv e
corollary problems, such as that of brine disposal . The applications o f
economies in a coordinated and balanced fashion are not simple but exceed-
ingly complex ; expert, continuous, and highly coordinated engineering and
economic investigations, planning and management are a necessity .

Irrigation was seen as an issue of special significance in th e
hearings . The essentiality of expansion in arid western zones was widel y
appreciated, particularly in view of growing regional and national popu-
lations and markets . Also recognized was the place of western irrigatio n
in diversified western area economies, aiding in providing balance an d
strength in agriculture, industry, commerce and distribution, and widenin g
the range of economic opportunity and ways of life . Considered further
was the place of irrigation agriculture in rational and beneficial land use ;
for material production of food and fiber, for green and open space, an d
for a favorable ecology and human environment .

Irrigation development was attacked on economic grounds :
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Further development is not needed ; the output, in-
cluding cotton, could be produced somewhere else ; water
is too expensive for such use if the charges properly
reflect the costs ; the charges should be such as to dis-
courage irrigation development ; the water had better be
used for municipal and industrial purposes which can stand
the higher costs .

However, there is another side of this coin and a more complet e
view of irrigation development:

Agricultural products in general are not likely to be
in surplus supply in the visible future in view of expandin g
domestic and foreign needs .

The production patterns of irrigation agriculture ar e
not fixed and immutable ; California and Arizona, accounting
for perhaps a tenth of the national output of cotton, are no t
the largest producers and this will not necessarily be a
most significant regional crop of the future .

More agricultural land will be needed in a growin g
west even though the total crop and pasture land of th e
country may not increase . Within the almost constant
total, lands going below the economic margin are passing
out of agriculture . Moreover, large areas are passing from
agriculture and into urban, suburban, industrial, commercial ,
and transportation uses .

The unit productivity of agricultural land, heretofor e
increasing at a strong rate with technological advance s
in genetics, mechanization, fertilizers, herbicides ,
pesticides, and irrigation, may be entering a period in
which the rate of increase in unit efficiency is slowing down .
Influencing factors in a diminishing rate of return fro m
technology would include limitations upon the usage o f
chemicals from the standpoint of pollution of air, soi l
and water .

Agriculture and industry are not alternative but ar e
complementary uses of water in a balanced regional econ-
omy and environment .

Price is a dubious and uncertain means of control o f
desirable land use, although it does have a role . There is
not a free play of the market, and even if there were ,
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agriculture could not compete with industry in the marke t
for land and water . Other factors than price, including
the environmental, should enter into the determination o f
best uses of land in the general interest .

In short, the problems of irrigation development are highly com-
plex and not to be disposed of by over-simplified argument from a particula r
point of view .

Recreation, parks, wilderness, esthetics and related matter s
constitute a major issue in the Southwest project development, but not on e
very directly related to that of interregional diversion of water . The
opposition of conservationists in this field of interest, with the Sierra Club
in the van, was a significant factor in checking authorization of the project
in 1966 .

Opposition focused largely on the two dams and reservoirs designe d
primarily for hydroelectric power purposes : Marble Canyon, below Gle n
Canyon dam and above Grand Canyon National Park, and Bridge Canyon ,
below the Park, with reservoir extending through the canyon at Grand
Canyon National Monument and 13 miles into the National Park .

The issues of recreation, scenery, and environment are not
entirely clean-cut in this instance . Some opponents of the dams suggested
extensive coal-thermal power development over hydro -- although the
former would not have altogether happy effects from the standpoints of air ,
water and land pollution and esthetic impacts . There has also been some
degree of conflict in recreation and related aims as between extensive ,
wilderness-type use of resources on one hand and mass recreation on th e
other .

Some other issues of resources development and use in the Basi n
also arise but they may not be especially relevant at this time to the issu e
of water transfer : For example, the traditional differences between uppe r
and lower Basin states, substantially harmonized under the 1965-66 bills ,
may remain so if water from outside is a prospect .

The political alignments with respect to the Southwest water pla n
might be indicated in brief summation : The Southwest public, states, an d
Congressional delegations were dominantly for the project developmen t
and imported water . Intraregional differences had been reconciled fo r
that purpose and situation. The major opposition lies in two quarters : the
regional interests of the Pacific Northwest and the protectionist interest s
that are against further changes in the Colorado River regimen and environ-
ment in the canyon reaches . As of early 1967, the curtailment of the project,
if it should prevail, may weaken the Southwest alliance . In any case ,
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Very obviously, there is strong resistance to the idea of exportin g
water, at least pending careful and far-seeing determination of the region s
own water needs and uses in its economy and environment . Appraisals of
resources, needs and potential uses are under way in each of the Columbi a
Basin states . Regional investigation of this kind, designed to develop a
comprehensive framework plan for the Columbia-North Pacific drainages ,
was initiated under the Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Committee and will g o
forward under the successor Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission .
This study should provide, within the next few years, a coordinated regiona l
view of resources, land and space and their potential uses . The propose d
National Water Commission study is looked forward to for an objective ,
interregional and over-all national view of water utilization potentials ,
policies and plans .

The people of the Pacific Northwest are skeptical of the diversion
proposal on a number of counts, for instance as to :

The feasibility of a large diversion, in consideratio n
of all economic and social costs .

The assumption that the Pacific Northwest economy
and environment would not be hurt by diversion of 8 . 5
million acre-feet annually, and of the further assumption
that such a figure would not be escalated over time .

Safeguards offered to the Pacific Northwest as regio n
of origin of waters, including suggested diversion below
Bonneville Dam, and the engineering and economics o f
that diversion to aid development of an arid zone several
hundred miles away . Also the validity and permanence o f
safeguards included in legislative enactments .

Diversion proposals have been written about and discussed, off and
on, for some time . The Bureau of Reclamation's United Western report o f
1951 evoked such consideration since it explored in a very broad way som e
possible diversions from the Snake, Columbia, or Willamette valleys . 8
Diversions from northern California, particularly the Klamath, had the
most serious consideration, but one scheme visualized a possible diversion
from the lower Columbia to the California Central Valley along a route wes t
of the Cascades through the Willamette, Umpqua, Rogue, and Klamat h
drainages .

Below Bonneville Dam

The suggested diversion from the Columbia below Bonneville has
had some emphasis in the recent hearings, although it is apparent that th e
scheme and its costs and benefits had not been considered in any depth .
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however, the long-run interests in a major Basin project and water import
are likely to be resurgent and to remain an important issue .

PACIFIC NORTHWEST RESOURCES,
NEEDS AND POTENTIAL USES, ISSUE S

The general issue in the Pacific Northwest, as it relates to wate r
transfer might be briefly stated : What are the water resources of th e
Pacific Northwest in relation to present and prospective long-term needs ?
Is there and will there be an exportable surplus above beneficial uses o f
water in the region ?

The resources may be briefly highlighted :

The water discharge in the whole Pacific Northwes t
is about 300 million acre-feet annually; that of the Columbi a
alone about 180 million . In comparative terms this is a
"have" water region . The climatic conditions are some -
what diverse, but on the whole favorable . The land are a
of about 280, 000 square miles is large and agricultural
and other potentials are far from fully developed .

The population, now of the order of 6 million, wil l
probably reach something like 15 million by 2020 . The
water demands are likely to increase more than propor-
tionately. The exact extent of population and economic growth
at the turn of the century will depend largely upon ne t
migration -- upon the pulls of Pacific Northwest space and
resources and the pushes of congestion in other areas o f
the nation -- including parts of the Pacific Southwest . It
is probable that the degree of growth will be influenced t o
a considerable extent by the plans and programs of conser-
vation and development of the regions outstanding wate r
resources .

The regional issue might be focused a little more closely : Will
there be a water surplus post 1990 with full or optimum use of the wate r
resources of the region? What urgency should be given to plans for the us e
of regional water resources where they are rather than in another region ?
What are the economic and environmental threats to the Pacific Northwest
involved in an export of water ?

In this connection the conditions in the region and the positions an d
attitudes of its people and governmental agencies will have large significance .
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Under the circumstances, it should be noted that, from the Pacific North-
west point of view, many kinds of costs -- engineering, economic and
social, direct and indirect -- are involved .

The Southwest thesis that Columbia water is wasted after passin g
Bonneville is not well founded . The uses of the lower Columbia reach ,
present and prospective, are manifold . The regimen of the River, the
ecology and the economy of the lower Valley are deeply involved . Effect s
of water withdrawal would be felt in navigation and waterborne commerce ,
ports and terminals, water -oriented industry, water supply and qualit y
control, waste disposal, siltation, salinity encroachment, fish and wildlife ,
recreation, and estuarine and coastal conditions and processes . The
"flushing" effect of a liberal flow of water would be diminished .

A prospective major problem of the lower River is the emergin g
very large demand for cooling water for thermal electric power stations .
There may be a growing movement for lower Columbia location of man y
millions of kilowatts of nuclear power capacity, in addition to a plant of
from one to four million kilowatt capacity already proposed .

The distinctive character and the great usefulness of the lowe r
Columbia could be greatly and adversely affected by diversion . The effects
would be particularly evident in cycles of low flow in the Columbia system .

A diversion of great magnitude is now suggested -- an order o r
magnitude probably not generally well visualized . A new "river" -- rathe r
than an ordinary canal or aqueduct would be involved . The proposed with-
drawal of 8 . 5 million acre-feet annually would represent more than half of
the Colorado's flow and about one-third that of the Willamette . The canal
capacity is an uncertain quantity at this time, since it would be dependent
upon the design of the hydraulic and power system, the seasonality and
timing of pumping operations, the location and capacity of regulating reser-
voirs, and so on. The maximum capacity of the canal might be considerably
more than the average flow of about 12, 000 cubic feet per second .

With a summit of about 5900 feet above sea level to surmount,
pumping power requirements would be enormous . The average energy
required for the lift may be six or seven million kilowatts, of which perhap s
half might be offset by generation at canal drops on the far side of the summit .
At any rate, in a very approximate view, the net energy requirement might
call for the output equivalent of six or eight Bonneville dams -- or say thre e
or four million kilowatts . The annual value of that power would be well ove r
$100 million.

The over-all economy of diversion below Bonneville would appea r
to be very doubtful on the basis of engineering logic . With the water to be
diverted first dropped to sea level and then pumped up again, the energy
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economy alone is questionable . With the extra, very difficult Cascad e
mountain barrier to be passed with a very large stream, the general engin-
eering-economic feasibility would also be difficult to achieve . The Pacific
Northwest interests and issues involved are, in brief :

Very extensive and beneficial uses of a great wate r
resource in the region, in contrast with serious economic ,
social and cultural losses if the water is diverted . Should
population and economic activity be encouraged to come, i n
larger degree, to the resource ?

Questionable adequacy of payments of financial type
to the Pacific Northwest as remuneration for the loss o f
basic, living, sustained, and generative natural resources .

Doubtful net gains to the Nation in these areas commen -
surate with the national costs of all kinds involved in the
diversion .

Public and official attitudes indicate deep and general regiona l
concern on the issues involved . This strength is strongly reflected in state
governments and in Congressional delegations from the region . With such
backing Pacific Northwest members of Congress were effective in helping
to turn back the strong effort of 1966 to obtain authorization of the broa d
Southwest water project, including an investigation of water imports to tha t
region.

NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND INTERREGIONA L
RESOURCES, NEEDS AND ISSUES

Interregional water transfer is certainly a problem and issue o f
national concern. The political implications go far beyond the range of a
decision in regional or other special interests -- either those of a hopefu l
importer or a reluctant exporter .

Obviously, very broad, general and over-all interests -- of
regional, interregional, and international scope -- are involved . Basic
national resources of water and land and their most rational and beneficia l
uses are affected . There is a fundamental national concern with th e
country's economy and environment, with a nationally well distributed an d
well balanced development and strength, and with a national system o f
complementary regional economies each strong and reasonably divers e
and well balanced in itself.
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It is desirable that these national issues be brought into manage -
able compass and meaningful focus in the interest of the well founded top -
level political decisions that are needed . A series of questions on such
issues may help to highlight the national aspects of the decision-making
problem:

What are the central issues ?

What are the national goals with reference to the
wise use of the country's water and related land re -
sources? How should these resources be used to meet
the needs of an expanding population, technology, an d
economy, while preserving excellence in the environment
and in the amenities of life ?

What national policies, plans and programs an d
organizational arrangements are desirable in th e
interests of the Nation's 300 or more million people to-
be as well as in those of the regions directly affected ?
What is the desirable nature of allocations of national
resources in the general interest ?

Is it desirable to stimulate increasingly intensive
growth in the Pacific Southwest through national aids i n
providing augmented, economical water supplies? Is i t
desirable to foster full development and use of wate r
resources and of land and space in their native setting ?

Where and to what extent, how, with what benefit
and at what cost, should conservation and development
of these resources be fostered in the national interest ?

How may the interests and principles of conservatio n
of resources best be served? How may water supplie s
be augmented in quantity and quality? How may economie s
be brought about in development, use and reuse, and re -
habilitation of water supplies? How may attractive an d
livable environments best be conserved? How may
technological advance be handled in an involved scheme o f
planning and development with a prudence that will mini-
mize disastrous side effects and maximize those o f
serendipity in the society and environment ?

The national scope and quality as well as the complexities in th e
issues of water and related land development have been recognized in th e
proposed National Water Commission Act and in the earlier Water Resource s
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Research and Water Resources Planning acts of 1964 and 1965 . 9 ' 10 The
provisions of the latter for a national Water Resources Council and fo r
regional river basin commissions are especially pertinent .

The National Water Commission, associated with the Water Re -
sources Council and the river basin commissions and oriented to the nationa l
interests, would be in the proper position to consider the problems o f
interregional diversion. It would base its consideration on national wate r
needs, bringing to bear national knowledge, perspective, and detachmen t
from special interests .

Such a national body may also effectively consider the areas o f
international policies and politics involved because of the effects of and upo n
international waters, including the Colorado, Columbia, and others . It
may in consultation with our neighbors, consider a logical continenta l
approach toward the goals of effective water and related land developmen t
and security .

Large Scale Diversion

The North American Water and Power Alliance scheme and other s
would be a concern of the National Water Commission . ll' lz NAWAPA has
the key concept of diverting Arctic-flowing and relatively unusabl e
Canadian and Alaskan waters to temperate areas and climates, to arabl e
lands, to multiple uses in major waterway and related land systems in th e
arid and semiarid West, the Great Plains, and the Great Lakes region . It
is a matter of deep concern to Canada, the United States, and Mexico . It
is of greatest concern to Canada as the principal country of origin of th e
Arctic-flowing waters considered and the one to which the quid pro quo of
fair and lasting value is most important .

A few highlights of the NAWAPA plan may be of particular interest
in connection with a Northwest - Southwest diversion consideration . The
main reservoir of the scheme would be in the Rocky Mountain Trench, a t
an elevation of about 3000 feet above sea level, mainly in Canada but reaching
into the Columbia Basin in northwestern Montana . Water would be led to a
secondary reservoir in the Salmon Basin of Idaho, and thence across th e
Snake plains and the plateaus of Idaho and Nevada to the Colorado Basin .
The Columbia Basin would be a "way station" and a substantial beneficiary ;
larger volumes of water would be available for Pacific Northwest as well
as Southwest use .

An issue before the international water planners would be : Is such
a plan physically and economically grandiose or possibly feasible, desirabl e
for the three nations, and realizable over time, perhaps by the turn of th e
century? With the three-nation populations then reaching over 400 million ,
and the gross national products climbing to $3000 billion or so annually, an d
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with all that this may represent in physical, economic and social plant ,
activity, and capability -- should such continental potentialities be carefully
considered ?

The Pacific Northwest relationships to such a plan, and possibl e
analogies and anomolies, might be considered . That region might favo r
imports of water from Canada and Alaska while opposing the Pacific South -
west in its desire for imports from the present resources of the Columbia .
The harmonization of such views would rest upon the differences in scope ,
scale, climate, and water usability involved in a continental plan .

It may be noted, incidentally, that the idea of Arctic-temperat e
diversions of continental character has been under consideration in th e
parallel areas of the USSR 13114 .In various stages of planning and develop-
ment ' are proposals for the diversion of waters of the Arctic Pechora to the
Caspian-bound Volga and of the Arctic Ob to the temperate but arid Caspian -
Aral basin, with a prospective development of scores of millions of acre s
of land and in general a vast new addition to the Soviet economy as a whol e
and its agriculture, in particular . The question as to whether all of thi s
investigation and planning will ultimately come to reality is still open .

Admittedly, the national issues of water and related planning ar e
only scratched in the limited reach of this presentation . In summation ,
however, it may be noted that such broad matters as these are affected :

The full health and livability of the national economy
and environment .

The advancement of research, planning and develop-
ment in resource use in the full national interest and on a
national scale, with multiregional and multidisciplinar y
participation.

Effective national and regional organization to advanc e
wise, coordinated, and effective development and use o f
resources .

Consideration in depth of the social and economi c
issues of population expansion and concentration -- bot h
on the side of protection and enhancement of environment
and that of "family planning . "

National issues of immediate moment include those of the South -
west project or its central Arizona unit as they may now come before th e
Congress, the encouragement of extensive water conservation, and th e
separate National Water Commission legislation . Some decisions on thes e
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issues may come in the early future . Some may mark notable progress i n
the evolution of principles and procedures for the resolution of interregiona l
water problems and issues .

Beyond lie the great and continuing problems of river basin
investigations, planning, conservation, development, and political decision-
making . 15, 16

The appraisal of conditions, needs, goals, resource s
and plans as firm basis for good political decisions .

The overcoming of vast complexities in the processe s
of technology, planning and development . The advance-
ment of principles and uses of thorough, objective, compe-
tent engineering, economic, social and political analysis - -
reaching beyond current information and understandin g
and rising above narrowly-based and over-simplifie d
conclusions .

The reasonable harmonization of conflicting aims
in resource utilization .

And, withal, the bringing in of the public information ,
understanding and participation that are essentials of the
democratic political process .

These are vital implications of the current controversy in the futur e
planning and political decision-making for the fully beneficial use of our
water and related land resources .
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Presented May 4, 1967 by DONEL J . LANE, Executive Secretary, Stat e
Water Resources Board, Salem, Oregon .

?Oate' lfeedd 6f rite 7aea e

I have been asked to discuss the interest and activities of the State o f
Oregon pertaining to possible diversion of water from the Pacifi c

Northwest to the Pacific Southwest . In attempting to define and report on
Oregon's interest, my remarks are not intended to represent the opinion o f
each and every Oregonian but are more directly related to the activitie s
initiated by the State Water Resources Board and approved by the Governo r
and Legislature . These activities are being implemented by a number o f
state agencies in addition to the board.

The Water Resources Board has been aware for many years of
various ideas and schemes by which water could be diverted from th e
Northwest to the Southwest . Intensive interest has been generated only i n
the past four years . For example, the board has long been cognizant o f
the United Western Investigations Report of the Department of the Interio r
published in 1950 which suggested many routes by which water could b e
exported from the Pacific Northwest to the Southwest .

The board has also been aware for a long time and has no t
objected to the efforts on the part of Arizona to secure authorization of the
Central Arizona Project . The concept of importing waters into the Colo-
rado Basin tied to authorization of the Central Arizona Project was a direc t
result of the Supreme Court decision --- California vs . Arizona, 1963 -- -
that has been discussed in some detail by previous speakers at this semina r
series . In my opinion the Colorado Basin states, shortly after the Supreme
Court's decision, concluded about as follows :

1. The authorization of the Central Arizona Project would
involve waters California was using ;

2. Authorization of the Central Arizona Project would
commit and utilize waters to which the Upper Basi n
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states had legal entitlement but they concluded that they
would not be able to recapture this water effectively ; and

3 . If the Central Arizona Project were to be authorized ,
there was need for joint action and complete agreemen t
involving the various interests of the Colorado Basin
states . An integral part of the agreement reached by
the Colorado Basin states was a decision that waters fro m
sources outside the Colorado Basin would have to be im-
ported into the Colorado Basin .

The sources of the imported waters were not identifie d
but it is reasonable to assume that the Columbia Rive r
was to be the source because of the unfavorable reactio n
on the part of the State of California to the Secretary o f
Interior's Southwest Water Plan which proposed to diver t
waters from Northern California to Southern Californi a
and Arizona. The amount of waters to be imported int o
the Colorado Basin has not been specifically identifie d
in that it ranges from two and one-half million acre-fee t
annually to estimates in the neighborhood of 30 millio n
acre-feet . Bills to authorize the Central Arizona Projec t
and studies of importation are repugnant to the State o f
Oregon because the bills not only authorize reconnaissanc e
studies but in the opinion of many informed people contai n
a commitment to contract for projects to transport th e
waters . The bills are also highly deficient in provision s
for protection of areas of origin .

The State Water Resources Board explored the various alternative s
available to the State of Oregon and other Pacific Northwest states and con-
cluded early in 1964 that it would be highly beneficial if Oregon could under -
take its own studies to determine its long-range future water requirement s
in order that information could be made available to determine how much i f
any water was surplus to future requirements of the state . This proposal
was submitted to Governor Hatfield in the summer of 1964 who strongly
endorsed it and recommended that funds be provided to initiate a four-year
study for this purpose .

LEGISLATIVE ACTIONS OUTLINED

In the fall of 1964 the Governor, in cooperation with the board ,
called a Water Conference that was held in Salem, to discuss Oregon' s
water problems and future needs . The speakers at the conference, in
addition to the Governor and the Chairman of the board, included informe d
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Oregonians who discussed problems and future needs for such subjects a s
land management, navigation, recreation, water quality, fish and wildlife ,
mining, power, flood control, industrial, domestic, municipal and irrigation
as well as the institutional arrangements that existed and would be necessar y
to meet future requirements . The speakers at this conference all endorse d
the concept that Oregon should identify its own long-term water requirements .

The Governor's proposal was submitted to and approved by the
Legislature at its 1965 session . The purposes of the study are :

1. To identify requirements for all uses to the year 2070 ;

2. To determine the amount of water in the Pacific North-
west that is surplus to future needs of the State of Oregon ;

3. To determine the benefits and detriments to the State o f
Oregon resulting from proposals to divert water from th e
Pacific Northwest to the Pacific Southwest ; and

4. To provide information to enable the State of Oregon to
evaluate and develop methods of meeting long-range wate r
requirements for all beneficial uses for the entire stat e
which includes all those previously mentioned .

The 1965 Legislature approved the budget of $333, 000 to initiat e
studies of Oregon's water requirements to the year 2070 and the 196 7
Legislature has appropriated $506, 000 . This study is scheduled to be com-
pleted in four years ending on June 30, 1969 . The first two years were
planned as a period of gathering basic data, compiling and analyzing historica l
data, and for the development of techniques and methods for projecting need s
for each of the beneficial uses in the future .

The second two-year period was planned for a continuation o f
gathering basic data, for using all available data in making the require d
projections, and for publishing a report that will present the findings of th e
study for the information of the Governor, members of the Legislature, an d
the officials of the state who are concerned with Oregon's future require-
ment for water . It is also planned that the results will be made available
in condensed form, to all those persons who have need for them. Plans fo r
the second biennium depend upon obtaining the necessary funds from th e
1967 Legislature .

As indicated above, the work accomplished during the period Jul y
1, 1965 to date has been concerned with planning for the future, as well a s
gathering and using data . Part of the planning was performed in the natur e
of a "Pilot Study, " which concerned only the Umpqua River Basin . It wa s
successful in pointing out the areas where basic data, methods and pro-
cedures, and technical skills needed strengthening .
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The progress that has been made in the Ultimate Needs Study will
be discussed by beneficial uses .

DOMESTIC AND MUNICIPAL WATER

Projections of population and economic indices are necessary in
order to determine these requirements . Two agencies of Oregon and one
of Washington, all of which were concerned with short-term population
projections, indicated that they did not have the staff necessary for makin g
long-term projections . Bids were then requested from consultant firm s
which will estimate the total population of Oregon in 1980, 2000, and 202 0
as well as 2070 .

Further work will be needed in order to divide the state's total
population into the 18 river basins that are being investigated . Four firms
responded, and $90,000 has been budgeted in the board's 1967-69 biennia l
budget for this purpose . The final contract is subject to some adjustment
when a definite determination of requirements has been made . Results of
the study will become available by about September 1, 1968 . Estimates o f
the requirements in terms of gallons per capita per day are available i n
engineering literature, and a projection of these requirements into th e
future for each river basin will be made by the Ultimate Needs Staff .

IRRIGATION

Determination of the amount of water required for irrigation ha s
been divided into two phases --- the determination of the irrigable acreag e
withif< each river basin, and a projection of the crops likely to be grow n
with the amount of water needed for their irrigation . The Agricultural
Experiment Station, Oregon State University, has a contract for $140, 00 0
for the 1965-67 biennium, with field crews and office work, to provide in-
formation on the first phase . Expenditures through June 30, 1966 totaled
$62, 000 .

By the end of the 1965-67 biennium, data on irrigable areas in
more than half of the basins will be available . Similar data for the remain-
ing basins will be available by early fall, 1968 . The amount budgeted fo r
the 1967-69 biennium to complete this phase is $80, 600 .

The second phase, determination of the amount of water required ,
is also to be accomplished by the Agricultural Experiment Station . Thi s
phase will include estimation of the net amount of water required to irrigat e
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farm lands, and that required in the food processing plants which will be -
come necessary as lands are brought under cultivation . A contract for thi s
phase will be executed effective on July 1, 1967 and it is planned that a tea m
of more than ten outstanding members of the faculty of Oregon State Univer-
sity will pool their knowledge to make the required estimates --- with on e
nearly full-time member to coordinate activities and keep the wor k
progressing .

This coordinator is to perform basic research and organize th e
work of the group, which started about October 1966 . A report of the first
river basin is planned for October 1967, and the last by October 1968, with
the remainder at nearly a constant rate in the intervening period . The
amount budgeted for the second phase, in 1967-69, is $51, 000 . The total
for the two phases is $131, 600 .

POWER

Thermal power generation requires water for cooling the conden-
sers, with a relatively small loss of water by evaporation and with a larg e
addition of heat to the receiving stream . This added heat generally has a n
adverse effect on water quality . The subject of location and size of therma l
power plants in the Columbia Basin may be undertaken by the Washingto n
Department of Conservation . The Bonneville Power Administration ha s
entered into a contract with the Battelle Memorial Institute for researc h
into this subject, to be completed by July 1967 . The results of this investi-
gation should be available for use in our study .

INDUSTRIAL

The economic indices, to be obtained by contract,, will provide pro-
jections of the location and size of industries using large amounts of water ,
such as steel and aluminum plants . Wood pulp and paper industrial re-
quirements are to be estimated by experts in the Forest Research Laborator y
at Oregon State University, and this effort will be assisted by a contract o f
$5, 488 for a project leader . Water requirements of food processing plant s
will be obtained as I mentioned under "irrigation . " The water requirement s
of small industries, that do not use significant amounts of water, will be
included in the "Domestic and Municipal" estimates .
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MINING

The economic indices to be obtained by contract will be used as a
basis for estimating the amount of water required for this beneficial use .

RECREATION

The importance of recreation, tourism and related activities i n
the total economic growth of Oregon requires that this aspect of wate r
requirements be given adequate study . Discussion has been carried on
with neighboring states in an attempt to find a satisfactory method of esti-
mating the requirement . Continued thought and discussion will be carried
on, and a consultant will be employed to assist . An item of $12, 000 fo r
such assistance has been included in the 1967-69 budget .

WILDLIFE AND FISH LIFE

Estimating water requirements for wildlife will be undertaken t o
determine separate needs for this use . Studies of fish life requirement s
have led to the conclusion that both quantity and quality are involved i n
determining the annual need for this purpose . These criteria are also ver y
important in the determination of the requirements for "Water Quality . "

WATER QUALIT Y

The State Sanitary Authority determines the criteria by which wate r
quality is judged, and has indicated standards that produce satisfactor y
conditions for human uses in terms of parameters such as odor, taste ,
turbidity, coliform, aesthetic appearance, and criteria that provide satis-
factory conditions for fish life .

The State Sanitary Authority has contracted to obtain field data o n
the present quality of Oregon streams, and to make studies of the stream -
flows necessary for providing water of a satisfactory quality after al l
treatment requirements are met . A sum of $140, 000 has been agreed upon
as payment for their investigations during the 1965-67 biennium, and the
progress to date has been on schedule . Expenditures through June 30, 1966
totaled $43, 500 . During this year, office and laboratory facilities hav e
been acquired, and computer programing has been investigated for use .
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Data regarding pollutal loads of human, agricultural or industrial
origin as shown by studies made by the Ultimate Needs staff, will be sub-
mitted to the State Sanitary Authority and other sources . They will us e
these data and other information to estimate the flow required in each o f
the critical reaches of the streams in the state . Use of data processing and
computer systems will be required in order to make the forecast . The
proposed budget for the 1967-69 biennium is $121, 800 .

NAVIGATION

Letters have been written to the Corps of Engineers, requestin g
assistance in determining this need, since this is the Federal Agenc y
having the most knowledge of the subject . They are collaborating with
officials of the Port of Portland, and will provide the required estimates .

Studies to date have indicated those gaps in basic data and tech-
niques that need strengthening, and steps have been taken to fill these gap s
by the employment of staff members (there are presently three engineer s
employed on the task) and by recruitment of skills available at Oregon Stat e
University and the State Sanitary Authority . Previous studies of each o f
the river basins, by the Water Resources Board, will provide invaluabl e
assistance, and a parallel study of the needs for water in the State of
Washington may furnish methods and ideas usable in Oregon . Also, a study
of the water and land resources of the entire Northwest, now being conducte d
under the direction of the Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Committee, wil l
provide useful data on population and economic projections . The compre-
hensive survey of the Willamette, directed by the Willamette Basin Tas k
Force, will furnish similar data, as well as other factual information .

Boards of review, composed of outstanding specialists and pro-
minent men in the water resources field, will be appointed when the stud y
has advanced to the point that some of the findings are available .

The proposed budget for the 1967-69 biennium is as follows :

Employment of staff members, travel and misc .

	

$ 131, 814

Professional Services :
Estimate population and economic indice s

Estimate irrigable acreage and water re-
quirements for irrigation and for foo d
processing plant s

Recreation consultant

Wood industry group leader

90, 000

131, 600

12, 000

5, 588
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Water quality requirements (State Sanitary
Authority) $

	

121, 80 0

Legal Counsel or consultant 10, 50 0

$

	

503, 302

Considerable thought and discussion has been given to determinatio n
of benefits and detriments to the State of Oregon resulting from proposal s
to divert water from the Pacific Northwest to the Pacific Southwest . An
evaluation by means of comparison of costs and benefits, expressed i n
dollars, would be helpful but a projection to 2070 apparently would requir e
a large amount of subjective (rather than objective) thinking . The finding s
of the study will be set forth in general terms, if actual monetary value s
are not shown .

. The requirement to provide information to enable the State o f
Oregon to evaluate and develop methods of meeting long-range water re-
quirements for all beneficial uses for the entire state will be met by th e
orderly filing of the rather large amount of data that will be required a s
background for the final report on ultimate needs . This information will
supplement that to be included in the final report and appendices . Future
planners will have a solid base for their work .

In order that you may be fully informed as to the position of th e
State of Oregon on legislation now before Congress, I will quote the state-
ment submitted this week by Mr . John D . Davis, member of the Stat e
Water Resources Board, on behalf of Governor Tom McCall and that board .

"We believe the proposal to authorize feasibility report s
to augment the waters of the Colorado River from source s
outside the Colorado Basin is premature if the source o f
such water is the Columbia River or its tributaries . S . 86 1
directs the Secretary of Interior to investigate and prepar e
estimates of the long-range water supply in states an d
areas from which water may be imported into the Colorad o
River System together with estimates of the probabl e
ultimate requirements for water within those States an d
areas of origin for all purposes .

"Such studies are currently underway by the States o f
the Columbia Basin and by Federal departments . The
State of Oregon is expending $332, 000 during the current
biennium to develop estimates of its future water require-
ments . The 1967 session of the Oregon Legislature ha s
appropriated an additional $506, 000 to complete thes e
studies and prepare a report scheduled for publication in
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June of 1969 . The purposes are : (a) determination o f
waters in Pacific Northwest that are surplus to future
needs of the State of Oregon ; (b) determination of bene-
fits and detriments to the State of Oregon resultin g
from proposals to divert water from the Pacific North -
west to the Pacific Southwest ; and (c) provide informatio n
to enable the State of Oregon to evaluate and develo p
methods of meeting long-range water requirements fo r
all beneficial uses of the entire state .

"The Legislatures of our neighboring States of Idaho ,
Washington and Montana have appropriated funds for thes e
States to determine their long-range water requirements .

"Federal agencies are currently undertaking a Type I
comprehensive investigation, at an estimated Federal cos t
of five million dollars, to determine water requirement s
for all authorized purposes to the year 2020 . This Federal
study is scheduled for completion in 1970 . A technical
staff has been employed composed of representatives o f
the Departments of Army, Agriculture, Interior and
Health, Education and Welfare .

"Activities to date have been coordinated under the
auspices of the Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Committe e
and will be coordinated in the future under the newly
formed Pacific Northwest River . Basins Commission .
The River Basins Commission will provide the vehicl e
to, develop and coordinate a comprehensive plan throug h
the joint efforts of private, local, State and Federa l
interests . This Commission must, of course, have time
to get this highly important assignment completed before
consideration is given to exportation of water from the
Columbia system to other regions .

"We believe there are substantial opportunities i n
the Western States to develop much more efficiency i n
water use . We commend the Secretary of Interior and
water users in the Southwest for their efforts to date t o
achieve reductions in losses from evaporation, phreato-
phytes and inefficient transmission . We hope Congres s
will look favorably on proposals to expand research an d
accelerate programs to further reduce water losses .

"We strongly recommend that before authorization
is approved to import water into the ,Colorado Rive r
Basin from sources outside that basin a full evaluation
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of the possibility of achieving more efficient use of
water presently within the basin be undertaken .

"The type of water planning envisioned in S . 86 1
is substantially different from project or river basi n
planning undertaken heretofore by Federal agencies .
The possibility of serious economic and social loss t o
the States which are the source of water to be diverte d
is real and should not be discounted .

"The Senate has approved S . 20 to establish a
National Water Commission . The duties of th e
Commission include a review of present and anticipate d
national water resource problems, making projection s
of water requirements, and identifying alternative ways
of meeting the requirements . The Commission is also
required to consider the economic and social consequenc e
of water resource development including the impact o f
water resource development on regional economic growth ,
on institutional arrangement and on aesthetic value s
affecting the quality of life of the American people . S .861 ,
as we interpret it, would direct the National Wate r
Commission to give highest priority to the preparation o f
a plan and program for the relief of shortages in the Colo-
rado River Basin.

"We would suggest that water problems are national
in scope and therefore should be first reviewed from the
standpoint of national interest and responsibilities . We
would therefore recommend that the National Wate r
Commission be given an opportunity to undertake th e
assignments and investigations contained in the bil l
approved by this Committee and the Senate, before it i s
directed to develop plans to solve a particular wate r
problem in a particular area . It is our belief that timing
of activities is important in seeking resolution to nationa l
problems . For this reason we request that authorizatio n
of studies directed toward importation of water into the
Colorado system be deferred until the National Wate r
Commission has had an opportunity to render its report
concerning alternative methods of meeting water re-
quirements and developing means and methods of evalu-
ating the economic and social consequences of wate r
resource development .
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"While the Commission is undertaking its assign-
ment, we believe there is a concurrent responsibilit y
on the part of the States and the Federal Government t o
complete at the earliest opportunity studies directed
toward the determination of long-range future wate r
requirements .

"In addition to the studies underway by States and
the Federal agencies in the Columbia Basin, we woul d
call the Committee's attention to the proposed expenditur e
of over 12 million dollars by Federal agencies in the
Pacific Southwest to identify needs for water that will de-
velop within the next 50 years . These Type I Framework
Studies are being coordinated under the auspices of th e
Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee . Thes e
studies, like those in the Columbia Basin, should be
completed before consideration is given to authorizatio n
of studies for importation or exportation of water .

"We have difficulty rationalizing the language of Sectio n
305 of 5,861 which refers to decisions that are to be mad e
after the waters are imported into the Colorado Basin ,
with the supposed objectivity of the studies to be under -
taken in Section 201 and the decision with respect to pre-
paration of a feasibility report in Section 203 . If
Congress is going to request the Secretary to undertak e
reconnaissance and feasibility studies of importation o f
waters into the Colorado system, we would strongly
recommend that the Congress delete any reference to
decisions to be made after the water, that is supposedly
being studied, has been imported .

"We have the highest regard for the objectivity o f
the present Secretary of Interior but suggest some futur e
Secretary of Interior might interpret the language containe d
in S . 861 as a directive from Congress to find feasibility
for importation of waters into the Colorado system . This ,
we are sure is completely contrary to the intent of thi s
Committee . "

(Underlining added for emphasis . )
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Presented May 11, 1967 by DALLAS E . COLE, Chief Engineer, Colorado
River Board of California, Los Angeles, California.

7lre .$OUrl~we¢ie72e~d~aC ?Oate'c

T he need of the Southwest for more water than the area produces is real ,
not fancied, and the need to start meaningful steps to do something

about it is urgent. Some parts of the region are in bad straits now, notabl y
central Arizona . The water deficiency region-wide is presently about 1 . 5
million acre-feet a year, and is expected to grow rapidly as the populatio n
continues to increase and the economy to expand .

Water resource engineers have studied, and continue to study ,
the region's water supplies and water requirements all ways from Sunday ,
over and over, and they always come out with the same negative answer -- -
not enough water to meet the projected needs . And their estimates of de-
pendable supply include allowances for future increase in conservation an d
salvage of water and continued improvement in efficiency of use .

The region of water deficiency, defined roughly and somewhat
arbitrarily for convenience, covers the entire Colorado River drainag e
area plus parts of the seven basin states outside the drainage area whic h
are or may be served with Colorado River water . It includes roughly the
southern half of Wyoming, most all of Colorado and Utah, all of Arizona ,
Western New Mexico, Southern Nevada and Southern California . Its are a
is about 350,000 square miles ; its present population about 15 million, o f
which about 10 million are in Southern California . It includes such impor-
tant population and industrial centers as Salt Lake City, Denver, Las Vegas ,
Phoenix, Tucson, Los Angeles and San Diego --- all dependent upon th e
Colorado River System for all or portions of their water supplies .

Total assessed valuation of the region runs into many billions o f
dollars, more than 20 billion in Southern California alone . Effects of the
vast industrial complex of the area fan out over the earth, occasionally t o
the moon and to outer space . The region contains some 5 million acres o f
irrigated land, of which more than 4 million are irrigated with Colorad o
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River System water . (Actually the area of water deficiency is larger tha n
here defined, and includes probably all the Great Basin, all of New Mexic o
and part of the Great Plains region. )

The Southwest is the fastest growing region of the U .S . Its pop-
ulation has increased more than 85 percent since 1950, and there is no sig n
of let-up . It is expected to at least triple in the next half century . The
Southern California coastal area will be almost completely urbanized, an d
farmlands will shrink accordingly . People keep moving to the Southwest ,
and must be provided with water for their homes, farms and factories, a s
well as for recreation. Water-oriented recreation is assuming greater an d
greater proportions, not only in the demands of the citizens but in many o f
the local economies .

VITAL TO NATIONAL ECONOM Y

The Southwest is rich in resources, except water, and exploitation
of those resources ' is on the upgrade . The region accounts for 99 percent
of the nation's domestic uranium production, and more than half its copper .
Vast coal deposits are being developed, principally for generation o f
electricity . Many trillions of barrels of oil are present in shale deposit s
covering 16, 500 square miles in Colorado, Utah and Wyoming ; with
exploitation on a significant scale expected to begin momentarily, an d
projected to reach 2 million barrels a day of petroleum by 1980 . All thi s
will require more water .

Irrigated agriculture and livestock raising are major elements o f
the area's economy . The seven Colorado River basin states produce withi n
their boundaries more than five billion dollars' worth of crops and livestoc k
annually, about one- sixth of the U .S . total . About a billion dollars of thi s
comes from areas irrigated by Colorado River water .

Because of warm climate and long growing seasons the souther n
half of the Southwest ships to eastern markets in the dead of the easter n
winter enormous quantities of fresh fruits and vegetables . For example ,
at the height of the winter lettuce harvest, as many as 2800 carloads of thi s
perishable crop are sent to market from the Imperial Valley, Californi a
each month .

The nation simply cannot afford to let this vital segment of it s
economy go downhill for lack of water . Economic growth of each majo r
region of the U .S . is interlocked into the continuing welfare and prosperity
of the nation . To be convinced of this one has only to travel the broad
reaches of the Southwest and see the dozens of trainloads and many thousand s
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of truckloads of goods going in and out of the region each day of the year ,
including shipments to and from the great Pacific Northwest .

The largest and most important single source of water in the regio n
is the Colorado River System . Its water nurtures the important agricultural
economy, and its water and power are vital to the booming industria l
developments near the metropolitan centers and along the entire south
coastal plain of California . Other sources are relatively small streams i n
the Great Basin in Utah and Nevada, and small coastal streams in Southern
California, all inadequate to meet local demands .

The Colorado itself is rapidly approaching bankruptcy ; some area s
of the basin, most notably central Arizona, are already in the red .

There, the groundwater reserves, accumulated through the
centuries by percolation from the Gila River system which is tributary t o
the Colorado at Yuma, are being depleted at a rate of about 1 .5 million
acre-feet a year in excess of average recharge . Groundwater basins in
Southern California are also being overdrawn, about half a million acre -
feet a year, and would be depleted faster were it not for the water importe d
by Los Angeles from Owens River and by the Metropolitan Water District
of Southern California from Colorado River .

The Colorado is the first major river system in the U .S . to be-
come fully utilized. For the past decade, and before that only because o f
lack of storage which now exists to hold back flood waters, no appreciabl e
quantities have flowed from the mouth of the river into the Gulf of California .
Gila River at its mouth has been dry longer than that . So far the system ha s
been able to supply the demands placed upon it, partly because of overdraf t
and partly because the upstream states have not developed their ful l
potential and legal use from the river and its tributaries .

UPPER AND LOWER BASINS

A 1922 interstate compact divided the use of the water as betwee n
the Upper and Lower Basins, the division point being at Lee Ferry on th e
main stream near the Utah-Arizona line . By virtue of the compact th e
Upper Basin has the right to more water than it is now using, i . e . the
right of recall, and the Lower Basin projects, being more fully develope d
are dependent to some extent on interim use of water that belongs to the
Upper Basin. Sad to relate, however, the compact negotiators on the basi s
of pre-1922 records overestimated the dependable flow of the stream, an d
divided more water than it produces . To add to the problem, a 194 4
United States-Mexico treaty burdens the river still more by guaranteein g
Mexico 1 .5 million acre-feet a year off the top .
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The compact also provides that the Upper Basin cannot deplet e
the flow at Lee Ferry below a stated total in any 10 years, and because o f
the diminishing average production of the stream system it is now apparent
that the quantity of water recallable by the Upper Basin is not enough t o
meet its additional needs or to supply the amount apportioned by the compact .

This is the reason why the Upper Basin states show no small con-
cern over the proposal to build a new project to take more than a million
acre-feet of water a year from the lower mainstream into central Arizona ,
where it is badly needed to help relieve the overdraft and help sustain th e
economy of the state . The quantity of water recallable by the Upper Basi n
would, however, cut drastically into the uses of existing Lower Basin
projects .

This is the reason why California insists that legislation t o
authorize the Central Arizona Project contain protection of existing Lowe r
Basin uses and be coupled with a meaningful intent to augment the wate r
supply of the Colorado River System .

Corollary to the diminution of water quantity in the lower river i s
the accompanying deterioration of water quality --- the two problems ar e
inseparable . High in mineral content to begin with, the water in the Lowe r
Basin is becoming more heavily burdened with dissolved solids as mor e
water is consumed upstream, and the process will continue . Already ther e
has been an international fracas with Mexico because Mexican farmer s
complained that the water delivered to them was so highly mineralized b y
drainage returns from U .S . irrigation that it was reducing crop yields an d
damaging soils below the border . The problem, temporarily alleviated by
the U .S . quick construction of a drainage by-pass channel, is by no mean s
settled .

American farmers in Arizona and California worry over the in-
creasing salinity of the river water, and the accompanying increase i n
water requirements and costs . This problem threatens to aggravate th e
interstate and interbasin dissentions and could even mature into trouble -
some and costly litigation. The only way to avoid some such calamity, i n
the eyes of the water resources and water quality experts, is to dilute th e
river's salinity with water imported from a better source .

Water shortage on the Colorado is inevitable, the only questio n
being how soon? As a whole the Southwest is short now, and is living o n
overdrafts . Taken as a whole the Southwest needs at least 1 .5 million
acre-feet a year of supplemental water supply right now ; will need four o r
five million more within a few decades, and possibly as much as anothe r
Colorado River eventually, in addition to the 2 .5 million acre-feet a yea r
that will arrive in Southern California from the north four or five year s
hence when the California Aqueduct is finished .
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All these estimates take into account such considerations as con-
tinuing change from agricultural to urban land use in certain areas, increase d
efficiency in irrigation, reduction of channel losses along streams and
canals, and increased reclamation and reuse of sewage water . Furthe r
studies and improvements in technology can only refine the results of th e
supply-demand equation, not change the algebraic sign from minus to plus .

Some solution to the Southwest's distressing water problem has t o
be found and will be found . That much is inevitable, but just how it will b e
done is still a matter of argument .

OTHER SOLUTIONS EXAMINE D

Let us examine some of the ideas that have occurred to variou s
people about how to resolve the Southwest's water problem .

The idea of sending the people where the water is, instead o f
transporting water, surely is not meant to be taken seriously . In thi s
country people cannot be ordered to pull up their roots and move in grea t
numbers to another region . If the authority were vested, many of us in th e
Southwest would be glad to send certain segments of our population elsewhere .
But such authority vests in no one . By the same token, no one has the
authority to keep people out of a state when they start to move in . That ha s
been tried in California and the attempt declared unconstitutional . People
migrate where they please, and when they get there, must be fed, housed ,
clothed, employed, educated and watered . They demand and are entitled
to these necessities .

The notion of shifting large segments of our agriculture to wher e
the water is cannot effectively solve the problem either, although it may
take place in the course of time to some extent in response to economi c
pressures such as increasing demand for urban land . However, none of the
well-watered areas of the west can match the tens of thousands of carload s
of winter vegetables, fruits and melons, and of citrus, grapes and date s
that are shipped each year from the magnificent farmlands of southeastern
California and southern Arizona, where growing seasons are 365 days long ,
and as many as three crops can be grown in a season on the same piece o f
land .

Gross crop returns per acre from these lands are by far the highes t
in the world. Neither can other regions raise the enormous cotton cro p
which the Southwest produces . We need all the highly productive acreage
we can get to help feed and clothe present and future generations . Irrigated
acreage in wetter areas will increase in response to increasing needs, no t
to displace existing acreage .
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Some observers appear to believe sincerely that if the Southwes t
would husband its water resources more carefully and use its water mor e
efficiently it could make do with what it has . Southwesterners do not agree .
If Californians, for example, believed it, the State would not be building it s
two billion dollar project to import into its central and southern areas mor e
than four million acre-feet of water a year from northern California .

Southwesterners are and always have been keenly aware of the nee d
for conservation, salvage and efficient use of water . They have to be .
Southern California pioneered in the early 1900's in capturing storm runoff
and conveying it to spreading areas for recharge of the groundwater basins .
A quarter of a million acre-feet were so conserved in the area in 1966 .

In its program for better management of the lower Colorado Rive r
the U .S. Bureau of Reclamation is at great expense undertaking to reduc e
backwaters and river-bottom vegetation, in addition to improving facilitie s
and methods of control, in order to reduce losses and wastes . This pro-
gram is not without controversy, either . Strong conflicts of interest aris e
between those who ,would preserve the sloughs, side channels and wil d
growth for the sake of the hunting, fishing and recreation opportunities, an d
those whose primary interest is to save water . A. fair and reasonable
balance has to be struck, but that is far from easy, fraught with emotio n
and politics as well as engineering and economics .

Manipulation of watershed vegetation to increase water yield i s
past the research stage and being practiced in many areas, including the
high country of northern Arizona . Other ideas are being explored to in -
crease runoff, some rather far out, in my opinion, such as covering part s
of watersheds with impervious blankets to reduce percolation into the soil .
But they do indicate the universal desire to save and use as much as possibl e
of the precipitation .

As to efficiency of use by the ultimate consumers, most all th e
public water supplies for domestic use are fully metered, and the costs ar e
generally high enough to discourage extravagance . However, utilities can
force absolute frugality upon the consumer only in times of imminent
danger to water supplies .

Reclamation and reuse of sewage water for certain safe purpose s
are growing endeavors in the Southwest . Much remains to be done in thi s
field, but there are economic limits as well as difficult problems of
engineering and esthetics . Sewage water renovation is important as par t
of the water budget only on the seacoast, where sewage may be discharge d
to the ocean ; 30mgd are now being reclaimed in Southern California, an d
reclamation of some 200mgd more is planned . Farther inland, the use d
water stays within the hydrologic basins and is purified artificially o r
naturally and reused probably several times .
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Southwestern farmers, already among the world's most efficient ,
are continually encouraged and are striving to adopt irrigation practice s
that will improve their efficiency of water application and use . They have
to, where water is scarce and expensive, Irrigation canals, laterals an d
farm ditches are being lined with concrete, asphalt or other materials at a
rate of many miles a year, particularly in the lower Colorado River servic e
areas . However, much of the present seepage from conveyance systems i s
not permanently lost . It gets back into the supply either on the surface o r
underground, and can be reused, so the overall water saving from ditch
lining is not as great as it may seem . Pump-back and reuse of irrigatio n
tailwater is common practice .

Another idea sometimes expressed, apparently with the thought
that it would increase the overall regional efficiency of water use, is to s o
manipulate the water price structure as to convert to a so-called "higher "
use of water ; supposedly from agricultural to urban or industrial . Presum-
edly this process would increase population density, in contrast to the
suggestion of sending the people elsewhere .

PRICES, WEATHER, AND DESALINATIO N

The water price structure is too manifold and complex for effectiv e
manipulation to the end implied. Thousands of irrigation districts are in-
volved, having vested water rights and owning their water facilities, wit h
varied means of supplying and pricing water . Many thousands of companie s
and individuals including farmers pump their own supplies from underground .
The means do not exist to price these people out of business .

Naturally where land use changes from agricultural to urban, a s
it is doing at a rate of about 25, 000 acres a year on the coastal plain o f
Southern California and somewhat less rapidly in other Southwester n
metropolitan areas, the type of water use changes too, but water pric e
manipulation will neither hasten nor retard the process significantly . This
trend from agricultural to urban land use is taken into account in Southwes t
projections and water studies, and the internal water budget of the region
still shows a deficit .

Incidentally, the change-over does not necessarily reduce the wate r
requirements per acre of land . In other areas of the region, irrigation
farming and livestock raising will continue to be leading segments of th e
economy, and must be kept healthy for the sake of the essential product s
they supply the nation . No one wants to or can deliberately force thes e
activities out of existence by manipulating water prices . If they diminish
in volume they will do so as a result of normal, not artificial economi c
pressure .
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Other ideas are to increase the total water supply in the region, b y
tapping the clouds to increase precipitation, or tapping the Pacific Ocean t o
convert salt water to fresh . Cloud seeding at considerable expense is being
practiced in numerous places in the Southwest, with results, if any, hard t o
prove and so far relatively insignificant in the overall water budget . Weathe r
modification is in its infancy ; its effectiveness or lack of it in providin g
more water won't be proven conclusively for years, despite the ros y
optimism of some high government officials . Hair-raising legal, political
and diplomatic problems have already arisen, even in the experimenta l
phases of rain-making, which threaten to hamper further progress in thi s
field. Competent scientists say we don't yet know enough about simple
weather processes to afford much large-scale tampering . The Southwes t
simply cannot afford to wait for a happy day which may never come .

Desalination of ocean water, although it may help some day if cost s
are reduced, and can't be ruled out, is unlikely to provide the complet e
answer . Economic, social, physical and political problems are enormous .
The proposed 150mgd plant off the coast of Orange County, California, wil l
supply the present peak demand of the Metropolitan Water District servic e
area for little more than an hour a day . To supply the 13 million mor e
people forecast for the South Coastal area before the end of the century would
require at least 20 such plants, costing perhaps $8 billion, exclusive of th e
cost of additional storage and distribution facilities . Unit cost of the water ,
even at the optimistically low estimates projected, would be prohibitive fo r
agriculture and probably too high for most any use far inland . Although
salt water conversion may furnish supplemental and emergency supplie s
near the coast, it seems obvious that it can not serve the overall wate r
needs of the Southwest .

No possibility such as increased conservation, salvage and reus e
of water, rainmaking or desalting can be ruled out, and should be full y
considered in the overall approach to solution of the Southwest wate r
problem. However, it is extremely unlikely that any or all of them can pro -
vide the total answer . The most optimistic estimates of what can b e
accomplished by such measures fail by a wide margin to swing the answe r
to the region's water equation from negative to positive .

Consequently, and as a matter of course, those officials and
agencies legally responsible for supplying water to the people of the region
turn to the prospect of inter-basin diversion, including importation of supple -
mental water to the Colorado, as the only real hope of a timely and endurin g
solution .

Inter-basin transfer of water from areas of surplus to areas o f
deficit is by no means new . For half a century the Colorado River Basin
states have been conditioned to such transfers, and several large regiona l
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projects are built, being built or being planned in the Southwest to tak e
water to where people want to live . The California State Water Project is
a prime example . When finished in four or five years it will carry abou t
2 .5 million gallons of water a minute into the arid south half of the stat e
from the north half . Even so, it will not reach the vital agricultural area s
in the southeast corner, will not directly help the other states of the Colo-
rado River Basin, and will not even take care of the metropolitan coasta l
plain after about 1990 . Long before that, additional plans must be laid .

California has enough water within its boundaries to take care of
its own requirements into the foreseeable future, and could take the pro-
vincial attitude of ignoring the straits of its less fortunate neighbors .
However, the state recognizes that in this age of economic interdependenc e
and national unity the parochial approach is unwise and that the better an d
logical approach lies in regional water development to the mutual benefi t
of all concerned . In this connection, California must decide soon whic h
road it is to take, and once made, the decision will be irreversible . The
state prefers the cooperative road .

For the Southwest as a whole, excluding northern California, the
solution appears to lie in the importation of supplemental water from a n
outside source not only to augment the quantity of water in the Colorado
but also to improve its quality . The growing water deficiency simply
cannot be overcome by better conservation and use, or by more studies an d
plans based solely on the presently available water resources . The search
for additional water must begin immediately . Time is running out .

Because the search must extend far beyond the Southwest i t
cannot be insulated from the water problems of other regions of the West .
It must be founded on a broad regional approach, transcending politica l
boundaries, to integrate west-wide water resource development . Pre -
requisite are regional studies made cooperatively under common guideline s
and coordinated under a centralized control, to determine where wate r
surpluses exist, whether they can be taken without detriment, hopefully with
benefit, to the areas of origin, and what means would be most feasible ,
most widely beneficial and most suitably integrated into a regional frame -
work of development .

The most logical and practical source of surplus water cannot be
conclusively determined on the basis of present data and knowledge .
California's north coast for example produces considerably more wate r
than it is expected ever to need, but to what extent the surplus can b e
captured and diverted elsewhere at feasible cost is problematical . The
quantity that is feasible for export may all be needed ultimately in centra l
and southern California . People of the north coast are becoming keenl y
aware however of the benefits they would derive, such as stepped-up floo d
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control and added tourist attractions, as part of a larger regional plan o f
water resource development .

Similarly, the irrigation of many thousands of acres of land i n
eastern Oregon could be less costly as increments of a regional plan in-
volving inter-basin water transfer than if it were undertaken separately .

It is only natural that water men of the Southwest should eye the
Columbia covetously, as they watch that river produce more than ten time s
the runoff of the Colorado, although the two drainage basins are abou t
equal in size . Nevertheless few if any will express a professional opinio n
as to whether the Columbia discharges water that is really surplus to th e
needs of the Northwest, pending the results of further studies . Moreover ,
no plan of diverting water from the Columbia has been proposed or endorse d
officially by southwestern states .

Schemes that have been put forth by various parties are merely
suggestions, and perhaps even pipe-dreams . None has been studied in
depth, with sufficient expertise to judge its practicability . Such ideas, in-
cluding also the export potential of California's north coast, should b e
examined in detail, to determine where and what real water surpluses ther e
may be, whether inter-regional transfer is practical and if so what pla n
would be most feasible and most generally acceptable . Some such procedure
is what the southwestern states have been trying to have started, on a
cooperative, coordinated, west-wide basis . Until this is accomplished by
competent authorities, answers to the many questions raised and problem s
involved cannot be assured .

But the need to get coordinated regional studies under way i s
urgent, because of decisions that have to be made soon, and because of the
inevitable time-lag of 20 to 30 years between the beginning of reconnaissanc e
and the completion of a regional project of the size needed, if one is foun d
feasible .

The Southwest cannot afford to mark time .
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Presented May 184 1967 by WRIGHT'HIATT, Executive Director, Western
States Water Council, Portland, Oregon .
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A s a result of and by authority contained in Resolutions adopted by th e
Western Governors' Conference in 1964 and 1965, the Western State s

Water Council was formed to foster cooperation among the States of
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico ,
Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming in the development of their wate r
resources .

Legislative authority for participation in and support of the
Western States Water Council exists in each of the eleven member states .
Four of the member states (California, Idaho, Montana, Utah) have name d
legislators among the representatives on the Council . The California
Legislature has named an Advisory Committee ; all the other membe r
states have authorized participation through the State Engineer, the stat e
conservation or natural resources agency . Financial support to th e
Council is shared equally among all eleven western states .

PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLE S

The purpose of the Western States Water Council is to accomplis h
effective cooperation among western states in planning for program s
leading to integrated development by state, federal, and other agencies o f
their water resources .

The basic principles adopted in the "Rules of Organization" state :

Except as otherwise provided by existing compacts, the plannin g
of western water resources development on a regional basis will be pre-
dicated upon the following principles for protection of states of origin :
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(1) All water-related needs of the states of origin, including bu t
not limited to irrigation, municipal and industrial water, flood control ,
power, navigation, recreation, water quality control, and fish and wildlif e
preservation and enhancement shall be considered in formulating the plan .

(2) The rights of states to water derived from interbasin trans-
fers shall be subordinate to needs within the states of origin .

(3) The cost of water development to the states of origin shal l
not be greater, but may be less, than would have been the case had ther e
never been an export from those states under any such plan .

FUNCTIONS

The functions of the Western States Water Council are to :

(1) Prepare criteria in the formulation of plans for the regiona l
development of water resources to protect and further state and loca l
interests .

(2) Undertake continuing review of all large-scale interstate and
interbasin plans and projects for development, control or utilization o f
water resources in the western states and submit recommendations to the
Governors regarding the compatibility of such projects and plans with a n
orderly and optimum development of water resources in the western states .

COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP

The membership on the Council consists of not more than thre e
representatives from each of the eleven member states of Arizona ,
California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon ,
Utah, Washington and Wyoming . These members are appointed by and
serve at the pleasure of the Governors of the states . Alaska and Hawai i
have been invited to become members of the Council when it appears tha t
their interests would be best served .

Any state may withdraw from membership upon written notice b y
its Governor . The Governors themselves are ex-officio members of th e
Countil, and are in addition to the members from each state mentioned
above . Texas, whose Governor is not a member of the Western Gover-
nors Conference, has applied for membership, but to date has bee n
granted "observer" status only .
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ORGANIZATION OF THE COUNCIL

The officers of the Council consist of the chairman, the vice-
chairman, and a secretary-treasurer . The chairman and vice-chairman ,
who must be from different states, are elected from among the Counci l
members by a majority vote at a regular meeting held in July of each year .
The secretary-treasurer, who need not be a member of the Council, i s
appointed by and serves at the pleasure of the chairman . The chairman
and vice-chairman serve one-year terms, but may not be elected to serv e
more than two terms consecutively in any one office .

The representatives from each state designate one of their mem-
bers to serve on the Council's eleven-man Executive Committee, whic h
has authority conferred on it by the action of the Council . Any Executive
Committee member may designate an alternate to serve in his absence .
All standing, working, special or other committees of the Council may
report to the Council through the Executive Committee . Each state
represented at a meeting of the Council has one vote . A quorum consists
of a majority of the member states .

No matter may be brought before the Council for a vote unles s
advance notice of such matter has been mailed to each member of the
Council at least thirty days prior to the meeting at which such matter is t o
be considered ; provided that matters may be added to the agenda at any
meeting by unanimous consent of those states represented at that meeting .
No recommendation may be issued nor external position taken by th e
Council, except by unanimous vote of all member states . On all interna l
matters, however, action may be taken by majority vote . The Council
has one regular meeting each year in the month of July at a time and place
to be decided by the chairman .

Special meetings may be called by the chairman or by a majorit y
of the member states upon thirty days written notice . While not in the
rules of organization, it has been recent practice for the Council to mee t
quarterly in a different state .

Mr . Raphael J . Moses, attorney of Boulder, Colorado, is chair -
man of the Council ; and Mr . William S . Holden, attorney of Idaho Falls ,
Idaho, is the vice-chairman ; and Mr . Donel J . Lane, Executive Secretary
of the Oregon Water Resources Board, Salem, Oregon, is secretary-
treasurer .

The Council offices are in the Portland International Airpor t
terminal building in Portland, Oregon 97218 .
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WORKING COMMITTEE S

In addition to the Executive Committee, there have been establishe d
two working committees, --- the Water Policy and Legislative Committee ,
of which Judge Evo DeConcini of Arizona is the chairman ; and the Wate r
Resources Committee, of which General L . H . Foote of Oregon is th e
chairman . The Water Policy and Legislative Committee is charged with
the "study of the social, ethical, legal and political aspects associated wit h
interstate water resources development, and recommendations on policie s
and courses of action relative to the role of the Council in its relationshi p
with the Water Resources Council, pertinent river basin commissions ,
appropriate federal agencies, the member states and the legislatures of
these states ; federal and state statutes affecting interstate water resource s
development ; needs for new legislation ; 'area of origin' assistance an d
protection ; and the possible dissolution of existing interstate or federal -
state committees, councils or inter-agency groups ." The Policy and
Legislative Committee is to develop and recommend basic assumptions ,
objectives, principles and criteria for guidance of the Council in the field s
of policy and legislation .

The Water Resources Committee is charged with developing an d
recommending basic principles and standards for guidance in the formu-
lation of concepts and plans for staged regional development of wate r
resources, including protection and furtherance of state and local interests .
It will recommend guidelines and procedures for the interstate exchange o f
basic data and information, and for the correlation of plans and schedule s
of water resource development .

It will also evaluate and advise the Council on all physical an d
economic factors relevant to staged regional water development . Thes e
include, but are not limited to, water supplies, water requirements, wate r
quality, conservation practices, waste water, reclamation, flood control ,
sediment control, navigation, hydropower, recreation, fish and wildlife .

Both working committees consist of a representative from eac h
of the eleven states, not necessarily a Council member, and each
committee is served by the Council staff .

FEDERAL- STATE RELATIONSHIP S

While the Western States Water Council is a regional organizatio n
in which state and local interests predominate, it cannot function no r
accomplish its purpose without cooperating with federal agencies .
Cooperating with federal agencies can be a large activity in itself when
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considering the number involved, their purposes, and tremendous politica l
and financial power . Even above the multitudinous federal bureaus and
agencies, the President's Office, the Bureau of the Budget, the Congres s
and the national Water Resources Council, all have vital interests an d
actively participate in water resources planning and development .

It is interesting to note an apparent difference in functions betwee n
a River Basin Commission as authorized to be established under the Wate r
Resources Planning Act of 1965, and the Western States Water Council .
Section 3(d) of the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 states :

3 . "Nothing in this Act shall be construed . . . .
(d) as authorizing any entity established or actin g
under the provisions hereof to study, plan, or
recommend the transfer of waters between area s
under jurisdiction of more than one river basi n
commission or entity performing the function o f
a river basin commission . "

In contrast, the Number Two function from the Rules of Organizatio n
of the Western States Water Council states : "Undertake continuing review
of all large-scale interstate and interbasin plans and projects for develop-
ment, control or utilization of water resources in the western states an d
submit recommendations to the Governors regarding the compatibility o f
such projects and plans with an orderly and optimum development of wate r
resources in the western states . "

At its meeting in Seattle on July 15, 1966, the Western State s
Water Council adopted a resolution to the effect that since an orderl y
approach to western states water planning depends on first reaching agree-
ment on principles and criteria, the Council should direct its attention t o
reaching agreement on principles and criteria for comprehensive wester n
states water planning .

In 1966, in accordance with Section 201(a) of Title II of the Wate r
Resources Planning Act of 1965 (PL 89-80), the Governors of Washington ,
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming officially requested the nationa l
Water Resources Council to establish the Pacific Northwest River Basin s
Commission, generally including the Columbia River Basin and coastal
drainage basins in Washington and Oregon . The national Water Resource s
Council, of which Secretary of Interior Udall is Chairman, recommende d
to the President that such a Commission be established, and it is now a
functioning organization with Charles W . Hodde as its chairman .

Several of the member states of the Western States Water Counci l
had been hopeful that the entire hydrologic region west of the continenta l
divide, and including areas in all eleven member states, could be establishe d
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as a single river basin commission under the Planning Act of 1965 . How -
ever, this concept received a serious setback when the Governors of th e
Columbia River basin states requested and obtained the creation of a rive r
basin commission limited to the Pacific Northwest region .

COUNCIL ACCOMPLISHMENT S

Each quarterly meeting of the Council is held in a differen t
member state, thus exposing representatives to water situations, politica l
environment and physical needs with which they may not be familiar . Thus ,
in February 1966, Council members were conducted on a tour of th e
drought-stricken agricultural areas south of Phoenix, Arizona . In
December 1966, Council members were shown, on a two-day field inspection ,
the location, major features and operating conditions on the Colorado Rive r
Aqueduct from Lake Havasu to Los Angeles . During such meetings an d
trips the lawyers, legislators, engineers, state officials and privat e
citizen members, not only see at first hand the problems with which the y
are confronted, but also get to know personally, in a friendly environment ,
their peers in whom the Governors have placed so much responsibility ,
confidence and trust .

The informal discussions and exchange of views generated at thes e
Council meetings help develop the basis for calm consideration, carefu l
and thorough consideration, and a cooperative attitude which is so vital t o
a satisfactory solution of the many-faceted questions confronting th e
Council . Some of the member states have already faced and solved seriou s
legal, economic, political and social problems now only looming on th e
horizon in other member states . The exchanges of ideas and experience s
on such matters are already emerging as major accomplishments of th e
Council .

The working committees have held several separate meetings in
which suggestions regarding criteria, standards and guidelines for planning
have been considered . A joint recommendation from the Water Policy and
Legislative Committee, and the Water Resources Committee has bee n
submitted to the full Council .

In addition to drafting statements of criteria and assumptions, th e
Council staff has reviewed planning efforts at the federal and state level s
for water resources developments for all purposes . A summary tabulatio n
of current water resources investigations in all eleven western states ha s
been prepared, showing the responsible agency, name of the investigation ,
estimated cost, costs to date and estimated completion date . Also, an
inventory of state water agencies has been conducted, resulting in an up -
to-date directory of state water resources agencies, their functions and
activities .
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OPPORTUNITIES AHEA D

The Western States Water Council is a unique political innovatio n
in the field of water resources development . Governors, senators, con-
gressmen and other political leaders maintain there is a need for such a n
organization to represent state and local points of view . The success of the
Council will probably depend, to a large extent, upon the foresight, for-
bearance, fortitude, forthrightness, forensics, forwardness, and forethough t
of its members . Progress in water resources activities is - and must be -
so rapid, aggressive and constructive that an organization which does no t
advance, develop new ideas, meet changing needs and take advantage o f
new opportunities for service will have difficulty surviving . The field i s
heavily populated at the federal level by such progressive organizations ,
including the Congress .

The western states have certainly not solved their serious wate r
problems by the formation of the Western States Water Council . If the U.S .
Congress cannot - after 20 years of debate and the involvement of th e
Supreme Court - even agree to report out of the rules committee propose d
legislation for projects on the Colorado and in Central Arizona, certainly a
small new organization such as the Western States Water Council cannot b e
expected to perform a miracle overnight .

But the wise and experienced legislators, lawyers, judges ,
engineers, economists, politicians and voters know that there are important
state and local responsibilities in developing acceptable and workable wate r
projects . The federal government has begun to realize it needs suppor t
and assistance from local and state echelons, to assure successful planning
and formulation for large, regional multi-purpose developments . Some
state laws may have to be revised . New laws may be required . Adjust-
ments in water rights will be involved . Water needs and problems can bes t
be studied and solved at the lowest practicable level .

The establishment and continuance of a body where honest men
with differing views can freely express their thoughts, is not easy, nor wil l
it be easy . Those without water will be impatient with those who hav e
water ; and those who have water are fearful of those who lack water .

However, by the very existence of a forum where differences can
be aired, the possibility of an eventual accommodation exists . Like the
Security Council of the United Nations, each sovereign state holds a vet o
power, and the small state and the large state alike need not fear a com-
bination of voting blocs .

The basic rules of the game must be remembered, as they tend to
become obscured by the cries of alarmists on both sides . If the principle s
of the Western States Water Council are kept in mind, the organization wil l
succeed. But it will take statesmanship, patience, good nature and luck t o
achieve success .
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Presented May 25, 1967, by CHARLES W . HODDE, Chairman, Pacifi c
Northwest River Basins Commission, Portland, Oregon .

Ile Pac~ it~te4t

Ream, Vaauc¢

I t has been most gratifying to see the general acceptance and approva l
of the formation of the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission,

as expressed in editorial comment throughout the Northwest in the pas t
several weeks . It' has been personally gratifying to me to receive generou s
support for my appointment as Chairman . It is a little hard, at times, no t
to believe all the nice things that are being said .

I s m not going to spend much time describing the structure, organ-
ization and probable staffing of the new Commission operation . This is a
first, and I s m sure we'll learn from experience, as we gain it. We will b e
seeking advice and counsel from many of you, and you are hereby invite d
to offer advice without being specifically asked for it . I thought I might
just as well put that in, and I am sure we will get it anyway .

I arrived in this Northwest country as an itinerant farm hand 3 9
years ago with fewer than that many dollars in my pocket. There was no t
a dam in the Columbia River .

The first live salmon I ever saw was jumping the falls at Kettle
Falls in Northeastern Washington . Coming from the prairie edge of
Missouri with its silt-laden waters, I wandered about the forested hills an d
beautiful streams with the feeling of Alice when she stepped through th e
looking-glass into a new world . I believe I really claimed this country by
right of discovery . The fact that a few hundred thousand other people beat
me here was immaterial . Most of them were complaining about all the
things wrong with the country and a lot of them were there by the acciden t
of birth .

I have always claimed the better judgment lay with those of us who
settled here by choice . Enough of early-day recollections . I wasn't invited
here to give my autobiography . I'm going to talk about some of th e
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problems and challenges ahead in water resource management . I want to
visit with you about how the needs of millions of people can be met in th e
Northwest and still keep the character of the Northwest that a certain far m
boy discovered almost 40 years ago .

FIRST TO ORGANIZE

The formation of the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commissio n
is a proper step in overcoming the natural competition between the state s
and communities of the Northwest for people and growth . Too often I hav e
witnessed, and even been a party to, rather unreasoned competition fo r
industry . There have been times when states offered sacrifices of environ-
ment to gain a competitive advantage . Long-term sacrifices for short-
term gains have been much too common .

I think it is often true that a common foe is the best catalyst t o
accomplish a closing of the ranks in a common cause . We have a cohesion
of policy and planning effort developing in the Pacific Northwest that might
be much slower coming if it were not for the threat of substantial diversio n
of water from the Columbia River System to the thirsty Southwest .

All the Northwest States are greatly expanding their interest in and
financial support of water resource inventory and planning . There is a
good prospect of proper support of such activity on the part of the States .
Each of the Northwest States has joined in the organization of the Pacifi c
Northwest River Basins Commission . Each of the five Northwest State s
will contribute substantially to its support with both money and manpower .

Each time there is a discussion of the water problems of th e
Colorado River and the Southwest, it is inevitable that the easy solution o f
"more water" is always in the mind, if not the words, of the speakers . It
is almost inevitable that any area not yet as dedicated to the consumptiv e
use of its water resources as the Pacific Southwest is looked upon as a
water surplus area .

As delightful as the Southwest is with its sunshine and deser t
grandeur, it represents only one of the natural systems in the ecology o f
our Nation that man is attempting to modify to meet his needs . It may well
be that here, as elsewhere, we will find that there are limits to the prac-
tical amount of modification of nature that can be justified . Long-range ,
hard-headed practical planning for the best utilization of the water resource s
of a stream system is gaining acceptance . The Congress has made
available the political machinery for such regional planning in the Wate r
Resources Planning Act of 1965 .
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The Pacific Northwest is the first area to organize a regiona l
federal-state river basin agency to coordinate the water resource plannin g
efforts of all agencies in the region, whether such planning is being done by
a federal, state, local government, or private group . The Pacific North -
west has been referred to very often as an area of surplus water, and there
is much direct and indirect reference to solution of Colorado River problem s
through import of water from the Northwest .

The Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission was established
by Executive Order No . 11331 of March 6, 1967 . The Commission held it s
organizational meeting with the representatives from the five Northwes t
States and nine federal agencies named in the Executive Order . Among
other matters relating to organization, the Commission agreed to accept
the transfer of responsibility for and coordination of a substantial progra m
of long-range water resources and related land planning . The Commission
is cognizant of and will observe the limitation in the Water Resource s
Planning Act which restricts its planning to those waters arising in or
traversing its area of jurisdiction in natural drainages ..

It will, therefore, not predicate any of its planning effort on eithe r
the import or probable export of any water from its jurisdiction .

Our planning effort in the Northwest will take into account a tota l
inventory of the water resources of the region and an assessment of th e
probable need for this inventory in the future, generally using the year s
1980, 2000 and 2020 as target dates for need estimates . Only in the
estimates of agricultural needs will we go beyond the year 2020 . In the
case of agricultural needs, we will look ahead to development in the nex t
hundred years as being practical, due to the fact that the development o f
irrigation for acceleration of food production has little relation to th e
regional growth indexes such as industrial expansion and population growth ,
but relates itself more exactly to the national and even international foo d
supply balance with population .

A COORDINATING MECHANIS M

The Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission is charged wit h
the responsibility of developing a long-range comprehensive plan for th e
preservation, development and best use of its waters and related lands .
Recognizing that any mortal effort toward prophesy will be in substantial
error in many particulars, the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 also
envisions the River Basin Commission as a possible continuing body t o
constantly update its comprehensive plan as technical advances and socia l
objectives change .
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The Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission is not to be a n
overlord, dictating what and how things shall be done . It will not take over
the planning of future water projects . It will be a coordinating mechanis m
chiefly interested in a proper relationship of the planning of all entities ,
federal, state, local, and private .

No one's present powers will be forfeited . The Commission s
power will lay in the logic and thoroughness of its recommendations . We
will endeavor to put together a small staff of outstandingly able person s
dedicated to a balanced development of the Northwest's use of its bigges t
natural assets with proper protection of the environment for futur e
generations .

Already underway as a federal-state effort is a five-year study
and planning project known as the Columbia-North Pacific Comprehensiv e
Study . This is a five-year study with over $5 million of authorized federal
support, and a substantial input planned by the states . There is also a
more detailed effort well along in the Willamette Valley, and another in the
Puget Sound Region . These comprehensive studies differ from agency
studies of the past in that the necessary uses of our water resources no t
directly associated with construction projects are being given ful l
consideration .

There is a mistaken notion that all this state and national planning
effort is directed toward a crash program to get all the water of the North -
west committed to consumptive use so we can say to the Southwest withou t
any chance of contradiction that there is no water available in the Northwest
for any other region . Consumptive use is not even the major value of wate r
in the Northwest .

I should like to point out that all our discussions must recogniz e
that the very different nature of the two regions makes their water plannin g
concepts differ greatly . Water is not considered used in the Southwes t
until it is taken from the river bed and not returned . Theirs is, of
necessity, a consumptive use concept . There are some parts of the Pacifi c
Northwest that are water short, and eventually must adjust locally to suc h
a concept, but we can never accept that concept for the Columbia River .
The economy of the Pacific Northwest is based on a concept of rivers tha t
run to the sea .

Pacific Northwest planning may well have some eventual impac t
on Pacific Southwest planning, The Southwest has a pertinent interest i n
some of the probable results of Northwest efforts . Water resource develop-
ment as well as planning is not a new thing in the Northwest, and a grea t
deal is already known about the subject . It is already quite evident that a
large percentage of the region that lies adjacent to the Southwest is a n
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eventual water-short area even when studied in a consumptive use concep t
such as dominates water planning on the Colorado .

Southern Idaho and Eastern Oregon do not have a supply of wate r
arising in the area adequate to irrigate their potentially irrigable land eve n
if all downstream rights are ignored .

It is also evident that inter-basin diversion from adjacent stream s
bordering these areas on the north immediately develops a conflict with
the most valued streams under consideration for preservation in a natural
state as part of our national heritage for the future . Efforts to capture and
divert the waters of the Salmon River, even for use in Southern Idaho, see m
almost certain to rouse the interest of the same groups who became quit e
vocal with respect to the Grand Canyon .

The next fifty years will find more and more contrasts betwee n
agricultural and recreational use of water being resolved in favor of rec-
reation. It is easier to move potatoes and cotton than create wilderness o r
wild rivers . The time could possibly come when food needs will dictate
destruction of such desirable amenities of life as a free-flowing stream ,
but we can hope that technology will advance faster than the specter o f
famine, and postpone indefinitely the day of maximum devotion of huma n
effort to food production .

FLOW VOLUME IS NEEDE D

I do not wish you to infer that I expect the uses of water for othe r
than agriculture to be ignored in our planning for that portion of the North -
west south of the Salmon River . There will be full consideration given t o
recreation, fish, and the more evident priorities for municipal, industrial ,
and quality control needs .

When we look at the situation of the lower Snake River and th e
other drainage into the Columbia, we are viewing a section where th e
predominate values of the water are not agricultural although the agricultural
potential is equally as impressive as that of the southern part of the region .

We shall very soon see regulation of the Columbia and lower Snake
Rivers to the degree that a very small percentage of the energy represente d
by water entering these streambeds will be undeveloped . Navigation will
also be supported well into the heart of the region . Many millions ar e
already invested in preservation and management of the anadromous fis h
runs of the Columbia and Snake tributaries .
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Volume of flow which has posed real problems in flood control i n
the past is very close to becoming minimal when compared to maintainin g
quality control in the future . Quality control in the Columbia and lowe r
Snake Rivers cannot be measured in the same manner as is the case i n
many other areas . Temperature control in the Columbia becomes as im-
portant as oxygen content and percentage of salinity in other areas . The
importance of the Columbia and its tributaries to the salmon and steelhead
of the Northwest is comparable to that of an incubator to a modern broile r
factory .

Great as the volume of water is in the river system, it could no t
produce the millions of pounds of fish that are taken by the commercial and
sports fisheries from the Pacific Ocean and rivers as they return fro m
three to five years in the sea .

The problems of quality control in the Columbia River below
Bonneville Dam are currently of great concern . Few persons realize that
the streambed of the Columbia River at Bonneville Dam is only a few fee t
above a high tide over a hundred miles downstream . Volume is essential
to restricting the intrusion of salt water into the river . Preservation of
both quantity and quality of water in this lower Columbia region is absolutely
necessary to industrial development . Industrial plants along the Columbia
River are spending millions to reduce the pollution going into the Columbia .
Future thermal-powered electric generating plants face costly coolin g
systems to avoid temperature increases in the river . The reduction in
river flow, with substantial increased consumptive use upstream, will in -
crease the problems downstream .

Each of our new construction projects on the Columbia System i s
making the river fit its streambed better . We are constantly reducing the
difference between high and low water . Very few major storage reservoir s
will be left for construction in the stream channel of the Columbia and Snak e
with the completion of the Canadian Storage and Libby Dam -- made possibl e
by the Canadian-United States Columbia River Treaty .

STORAGE IS A PROBLE M

While this storage seems tremendous, it is relatively small
percentage-wise in comparison with that on the Colorado . Our usabl e
storage -- built, under construction, and planned -- is less than one-third
of a normal year's flow of the Columbia at Bonneville Dam as compared t o
storage on the Colorado River of more than three times the average annua l
flow of that river .
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Similarly, the Missouri has storage equal to three times its aver -
age annual flow . We shall undoubtedly find it necessary in the future t o
store many million acre-feet of water in reservoirs off-stream to be use d
as equalizing reservoirs for irrigation projects and pump storage for powe r
peaking use, as well as streamflow augmentation in low-water years . The
only sizable presently operated storage of this nature is Banks Lake abov e
Grand Coulee Dam in which water is stored for irrigation of the Columbi a
Basin Project .

Two other possible projects in the State of Washington -- Oma k
Lake near Grand Coulee, and Patterson Ridge Reservoir near the Hors e
Heaven Hills of Benton County, Washington -- have the possibility of com-
bined storage of over six million acre-feet . The full development of thes e
projects in areas now arid and almost unoccupied would create fresh wate r
lakes of a combined surface area of over 60, 000 acres . The combined
reservoir capacity would exceed that of the Franklin D . Roosevelt Lake
back of Grand Coulee Dam .

The question of when such storage will be economically feasibl e
is a technical problem that will develop from continual planning and stud y
of the maximum beneficial use of our water . I am sure that there are othe r
possibilities in other Northwest States equally fascinating to these of th e
State of Washington that will be developed in the future .

Millions of acres of arid lands in Eastern Oregon and Washingto n
and Southern Idaho will some day contribute to a certain need for food -
stuffs . Less spectacular projects in Western Montana and west of th e
Cascades will also need water . The question is not whether, but when .

With each new development of consumptive use of water upstream ,
the critical problem of maintaining volume of flow in the lower Columbi a
becomes more acute . I am stressing the significance to this whole area o f
maintaining and controlling the volume of water flowing to the sea . With
each advance in our control of the river, we enlarge the area in the lowe r
Columbia that can economically be protected from damaging floods . The
Vanport disaster is not so ancient that it can be forgotten, and memory o f
the Christmas flood of 1964, in the lower Columbia area, is vivid indeed .

Less spectacular, but more enduring in damage, will be the in-
trusion of salt water if streamflow is depleted to a critical level . I am
not able to tell you what a critical level is, but I am told that the bottom o f
the shipping channel at Vancouver is below the elevation of high tide at th e
mouth of the Columbia .

The very success we are having with flood control makes the
problem of salt water intrusion more imminent . Nature's floods have bee n
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a great buffer to the ocean in its ceaseless pressure upstream . River con-
trol will soon make summer high water a rare occasion . This comin g
summer may be the last spectacular summer flood in the Columbia . The
Public Utility District of Clark County, Washington, has acknowledged the
danger of salt water intrusion by application for surface water rights on
the Lewis River as a replacement for ground water supplies along th e
Columbia .

The cost of maintaining quality of water is rather directly relate d
to quantity . The temperature of the water will rise with reduced volume i n
our streams . Quality and temperature are important to industry an d
commerce, and critical to both commercial and sport fisheries .

Directly related to volume of flow is the electric power supply o f
the Northwest . Within this century, we will be able to utilize almost al l
of the flow of the river through generators in our dams . In the 1, 300 foot
drop of the Columbia River from the Canadian boundary to the ocean, les s
than 100 feet of elevation will remain unused for power . Far beyond the
end of the century, the Pacific Northwest will benefit from the flexibilit y
and low cost of hydro energy .

Even though we now predict an energy base largely from therma l
generation by the end of the century, we still will have substantially lowe r
cost power because of the flexibility and peaking capacity in our water -
powered generating plants . Our success in securing approval for constructio n
of the Third Powerplant at Grand Coulee will be followed by more projects to
increase peaking capacity from water power .

New problems arise in planning giant thermal powerplants, eithe r
nuclear or fossil-fuel fired. Water is still a controlling factor . The
necessity of use of cooling water in today's technology poses the problem
of handling very large volumes of water for cooling, or the consumptiv e
use of sizable volumes through evaporation if cooling towers are used .

While I am not an engineer, I am told that a desirable coolin g
water supply for a one million kilowatt nuclear-fired powerplant is 3, 00 0
cubic feet per second . This is not great in relation to the flow of the
Columbia River at any point below the McNary pool, but the establishmen t
of several such sized plants on the Columbia would increase river temper-
ature to a degree that rightfully alarms the fishing industry . The alternative
of using cooling towers will increase the cost of powerplants and reduc e
their efficiency, as well as result in the use of water through evaporation .
A one-million-kilowatt powerplant will evaporate water about equal to tha t
consumptively used on approximately 15, 000 acres of irrigated Willamette
Valley agricultural land .
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Even the location of such powerplants on salt water, estuaries an d
inlets of Puget Sound pose real problems of upsetting the ecology of th e
area on which fish, shellfish and wildlife depend .

These are not problems to stop our development, but problems t o
be solved with intelligence and research . They are no more difficult with
the knowledge and economic strength of today than construction of the firs t
wagon road across the Cascades was during the early settlement of th e
Oregon Territory .

In the lower Columbia country, shared by Oregon and Washingto n
States, we have the greatest concern with the possibilities of diversion o f
water from the Columbia . There will not be any feasible economic diversio n
of water from the Columbia to the extent that water would not be availabl e
in sufficient quantity to irrigate potentially economic agricultural areas ,
although possibly at higher cost . Inducements will be offered to agricultura l
areas along the route of diversion that will be attractive .

Our descendants will probably pump water up the Snake River t o
enlarge food production to the south . Whether such use is terminated withi n
the drainage area of the Columbia or not will be more a political than an
economic decision . It will make a great deal of difference to the lowe r
Columbia what the choice is . What will make the difference is the volum e
of diversion that occurs .

We will have a use for all of the water of the Pacific Northwest .
Our present planning effort is not to determine what portion of the water i s
to be used, but how it can best be used . We will float ships and barges o n
it . We will use it as passageway and spawning ground for fish, and a
resting place for migratory birds . We will swim in it, water ski on it ,
sail on it, ' and fish from it.' Some will get equal enjoyment in just lookin g
at it . It will turn our turbines, cool our powerplants, and furnish ou r
industries a basic tool of production . We- will drink it, .bathe in it, wate r
our lawns and golf courses, and our parks and playgrounds . We will
irrigate our crop lands -- yes, and millions of acres of our forest land s
eventually .

And there are some things we will need to quit doing . We wil l
find it necessary to quit dumping our wastes into our waters without maxi -
mum treatment to retain our water quality. We will-be forced to evaluat e
every use as to its priority over some other use . We will have to do all ou r
planning with multiple-use as an objective .

We will be less than good stewards of our resources if we do not
evaluate our decisions in the context of a future population in the Northwes t
of double that of today by the year 2000 . It is not really important if our
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population reaches such a figure on, before, or after the year 2000 . That
it will exceed that figure is inevitable, and as likely to be before as after .

COOPERATION AND PARTICIPATIO N

Preservation is less expensive in both money and heartbreak than
restoration . The Pacific Northwest -- at least 99 percent of it -- is stil l
a delightful park in comparison to much of the Nation . It will not stay tha t
way without effort . In our system of political control, an awareness of th e
problem by the opinion-makers of the country, and the development of th e
answers by our best and widest range of technicians is our only hope .
Whether we have abundant water for the uses I have enumerated will, i n
large measure, depend on how well we make our use of this resourc e
serve the national interest .

In the eventual decisions on where water is to be used, the national
interest will be the determining factor . It was the national interest in th e
Grand Canyon that turned the Congress against the damming of the Colorado
as proposed in the 89th Congress . It could very well be the interests o f
the conservationists and vacationers of other regions that keep the clear ,
cool waters of the Northwest in the Northwest . This will only be true i f
we keep them clear and cool -- attractive enough to warrant their interes t
and support .

The Governors of the Northwest States have exhibited a prope r
spirit of cooperation in requesting organization of the Pacific Northwes t
River Basins Commission . Senators Jackson and Magnuson, in particular,
and all the members of Congress from the Northwest have cooperated in
Congressional action to give a legal base to effective cooperation.

Federal agency heads, sometimes accused of being . more interested
in big projects than broad vision, are cooperating willingly and effectivel y
in our broad planning efforts . The weak participation of States is bein g
remedied by awakened legislatures . The Public is aware and demandin g
action . I think this is a wonderful time to be selected to preside over thi s
major effort to assure an adequate economic base in a delightful environ-
mental setting for the next several decades . Beyond that, other persons ,
schooled in a proper appreciation of values and left with an unspoile d
Pacific Northwest, can be trusted to carry the torch of a good life in thi s
majestic land of contrasts .

This very brief description of the water situation in the Northwes t
is offered as explanation of the great awareness of impending regiona l
problems in water management that have caused the Northwest States t o
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seek formation of the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission . It i s
difficult to project the rate at which the Commission will be able to suppl y
dependable data properly evaluated .

The region-wide study known as the Columbia-North Pacific Wate r
and Related Land Comprehensive Framework Study, started under th e
auspices of the Columbia Basin Inter-Agency Committee, is scheduled fo r
completion in 1970 . This first regional effort of the River Basin s
Commission will furnish a basic review of all pertinent material available .
There will be concurrent identification of areas of study where insufficient
data are available for confident conclusions .

Production of the comprehensive plan called for in the Water Re -
sources Planning Act may well take some additional time over that allotte d
to the Columbia-North Pacific study . How much more time will depend o n
deficiencies discovered in completing the Columbia - North Pacific effort .

With the continual improvement in both information and plannin g
effort in the Northwest, we expect to project the best use of waters in th e
region. We expect to do this in a manner that will indicate the value o f
such use in either dollar values or that other more difficult measure which
might be described as regional character . I do not expect that we will b e
able to put a dollar value on the thrill that comes to a boy who catches hi s
first trout, nor on the value a man gets from landing a steelhead from a
Northwest river .

We believe it is in the national interest to do the best job possibl e
in utilizing Northwest water in the Northwest . We believe it will be som e
agency other than the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commission that wil l
be charged with the decision of possible greater national benefit through
use of Pacific Northwest water outside the region . Whether such bette r
service to the national interest would occur can, in our opinion, not b e
made prior to development of an agreed plan for Northwest use of North -
west water . We believe the Northwest is proceeding toward developin g
that information with diligence equal to or exceeding that of any region of
the United States .
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